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Preface
I'his book is designed to analyzc different aspects of
Nepal's quinquennia: missions to China, which arc still controversial to writers and historians.
The book is divided into six chapters. The first chapter
analyzes, in brief, Sino-Nepali relations during the ancient
and medieval periods, and the second chapter explains how the
mission system started in 1792. In the third chapter a short
history of Nepali missions, sent to China from 1792 to 1906,
has been discussed, and the fourth chapter analyzes the journey complications of these missions. British and Chinese
attitude towards these inissions forms the subject of the next
chapter, and in the last chapter we have tried to analyze bow
far the Nepali missions were tributary in nature. At the end
w t have produced some unpublished documents as appendices.
The book is mainly based on unpublished original sources
derived from Indian National Archives, New Delhi; Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, Kathmandu; and Royal Nepali Army
Head-quarter, Kathmandu. Relevant books and articles have:
also been utilised at proper places.

Wc thank Sri Mahesh Ku111ar Upadhyaya, the then Dean,
Institute of Humanities and Social Scicnces (now Vice Chancellor, Tribhuvan University) for giving us an opportunity to
undertake this research.

Tri Ratna Manandhar
Tirtha Prasad Mishra
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CHAPTER I

Historical Background
The history of Sino-Nepali relations is very old. Altho.
ugh the political missions were exchanged between the two
countries only in the seventh century. Nepal and China had
links through cultural delegations much earlier and the chief
source of those links was Buddhism. The Nepali chronicles
mention that several centuries before the Christian era, a
religious divine, Manjushri, came to the Kathmandu Valley
from Mahachina (Greater China) to pay homage to Swoyambhu Nath (a Buddhist deity). Furt!:er, it is claimed that
Manjushri not only made the Kathmandu Valley habitable
by draining out the water that filled the area, but appointed
Dharmakara to be the first king of Nepal. Thus the Chinese
religious divine was credited for starting a new civilization in
Nepal.'
The fifth century A. D. opens a new phase in the history
of Sino-Nepali cultural relation. In the beginping of that
century, a noted Buddhist monk and scholar from China,
Fa-hsien, visited Kapilvastu and Lumbini, the home town and
birth place of Lord Buddha respectively, in course of his
fifteen-year long visit to India. The significance of the visit of
Fa-hsien lies in the fact that it was fallowed by the visit of a
Nepali Buddhist scholar, Buddha Bhadra, to China, and the
Chinese traveller was given credit for making Buddha Bhadra's
1. Vijaya Kumar Manandhar, "Sino-Nepalese Relations :
From Its Earliest 'Times to 1955 A. D.", M. A. Thesis
submitted to the University of Wisconsin-Madison. p. 1.
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visit to China a s u c ~ e s s .Fa-hsien's
~
visit also encouraged the
other Chinese monks to come to Nepal for pilgrimage, and
one such Chinese Buddhist monks was Chi Meng, who visited
Kapilvastu during the second decade of fifth century i. e. ten
years after F a - h ~ i e n . ~
After the emergence1of the Tang dynasty in 618, SinoNepali relations entered into a new phase. Shortly after,
another Chinese Buddhist scholar,'Hsuan-tsang, visited Nepal
in course of his sixteen-year long visit to India. Despite
differences between the writers on the question of the Chinese
scholar's visit to the ICathmandu Valley,4 his narration about
Nepal was rarely challenged. I n a way Hsuan-tsang was the
first Chinese traveller to introduce Nepal among the foreigners.
At about the same time, Nepal and China came closer through
a matrimonial alliance, when the strong ruler of Tibet,
Srong-tsen Gampo, married a Nepali princess, Bhrikuti by
name, and also a Chinese princess, Wen-Cheng Kung-Chu.
Though the Nepali writers have identified Bhrikuti in different
ways, her marriage with the Tibetan ruler was challenged.
This matrimonial alliance was of special importance in the
political history of the Nepal. The Nepali monarch, Udaya
Dev, who was dethroned by his brother with the help of the
powerful Guptas, took political asylum in Tibet and his son,

2. Niranjan Bhattarai, Chin Ra Tyesasita Nepal Ko Sambandha, Kathmandu: Nepal Academy, 2018 B. S.

3. Satya Mohan Joshi. "Prachin Ra Madhyakaiin Samayama
Chin Sanga Nepal KO Samskritik Sambanda". a paper
presented i n a seminar organised by the Nepal -China
Cultural Council (September 1984), p. 3.

4. On the basis of the terminology used by the compiler, Leo
E. Rose believes that the Chinese traveller actually visited
the Kathmandu Valley. See his book Nepal: Strategy for
Survival, Delbi : Oxford University Press, 1973, p. 11 f. n.
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Narendra Dev was able to take back his throne of Nepal, with
the help of the Tibeten ru1er.l It was during the reign of
Narendra Dev that Sino-Nepali relations were formalized
through the exchange of political mission. From that time
onwards, the Chinese travellers used the new route via Tihet
and Nepal to reach India. Similarly it also paved way for
Nepal's direct contact with China via Tibet.

A Chinese mission, led by Li-I-Pias and Wang Hsuau-tse
and consisted of twenty-two persons, was the first one to use
the new route to reach India fromxhica. On its way, in Nepal
the mission was cordially received by King Narendra Dev
who had just captured power from the hands of the powerful
Guptas. It seems that the mission halted at the Kathmandu
Valley to congratulate the new ruler. The return journey of the
mission also took place via Nepal, and the mission once again
got warm farewell from thc Nepali Court.6 The visit of the
Chinese mission to Nepal was followed by the return visit of
the Nepali mission to China sent by King Nar endra Dev in
647.
The Sino-Ncpali friendship was demonstrated just after
a year in 648, when the Nepali King helped the Chinese envoy
by placing more than 7000 cavalry under his (Chinese er~voy)
comllland to fight against Arunaswo (a Chieftian of late King
Harshavardhan of India), who had insulted the Chinese envoy
in p~blic.After three years, in 651, King Narendra Dev sent
one more political mission to China under his own son with

5. For details see Hit Narayan Jha, The Licchavis, Banaras;
Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series, 1970.
6. Sylvain Lcvi, &'Nepal",published in Ancient Nepal,
April 1974, p. 66.

7, Rose, f. nt 4, p. 11.
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valuable presents to the Chinese Emperor.8 It was followed
by a Chinese political mission which visited Nepal in 65 7 under
Waag Hsuan-tse, with valuable gifts to the Nepali monarch, a
model followed by Nepal six years earlier. Wang Hsuan-tse
was the first Chinese official to write a few lines about Nepal,
which throws sufficient light on the various aspects of Nepali
life during the period of Narendra Dev.9 Thus it would be
appropriate to say that the political relations were establisbed
between Nepal and China during the reign of Narendra Dev
through the exchange of official missions.
The Sino-Nepali political relations, however, did not
continue for a long time. It was discontinued almost immediately after it started. We do not have evidences of any Nepali
or Chinese mission visiting each other's country for many
centuries, One probable reason, given by historians, for the
discontinuance of Sino-Nepali relation was the dissatisfaction
of Tibet over these affairs.10 The historians argue that Tibet
closed her route for the exchange of Nepali and Chinese missions, and as a result, tbe newly established political relations
between the two countries was automatically allowed to be
terminated. This, however, did not prevent the Chinese monks
from visiting Nepal. Firstly because the Tibetans allowed, as
usually, the none-political figures to use the Tibetan route to
reach Nepal or India, and secondly because, the Buddhist
rno~lksand scholars were determined to visit the sacred places
of Buddhism even if they had to pass through long route. To
give examples: One Chinese mission visited Nepal via Tibet
in 665 under the leadership of Huan Chaio, and similar mission
visited the Himalayan kingdom during the third quarter of
C

i 8.

Shree Ram Goynl, Prachin Nepal Ka Rajnitik Aur Sanskritik itihas, Banaras: Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 1973, p. 109.

9. Manandhap, f, n. 1, pp. 13-14.
10. Kose, f. n. 4, pp. 11--12.
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tenth century under Chi Yeh and 300 other monks using the
Turkestan route.ll
Sino -Nepali relations once again revived during the second half of the thirteenth century, when the powerful Mango1
ruler, Kubalai Khan, founded Yuan dynasty in Cbina. This
time the relations between the two countries revived not in the
form of the exchange of political missions, rather a Nepali
artist, Araniko by name, could establish his artistic glory in
China, demonstrating the superior artistic quality of the Nepali
people. The Chinese sources mention that Emperor Kubalai
Khan wanted to erect a g ~ l d e nstupa and for this purpose the
Emperor's spiritual teacher requested King Jayabhima Dev of
Nepal to send one hundred artists to China. Araniko, a young
man of 17 years, was selected to lead the delegation of Nepali
artists. Firstly he was entrusted with the task of building a
golden pagoda style monastery at Lhasa, just to taste his
artistic quality. Being convinced by the working techniques of
Araniko, Pags-pa. the spiritual teacher of t t e Emperor, presented the Nepali artist before Kubalai Khan. The Emperor soon
realized the artistic.genius of Araniko and made him the Chief
Director of workers i~ bronze.12 Before his death in China in
1306, Araniko received the high distinction of "Kwang Lue
Typhe Liang KO Kung and Nasathu" from the Chinese Emperor. Even after his death, the Nepali artist was honoured with
the order of Minhui (genius).l3 After Araniko's death, his sons
continued to work in China.14

11. Manandhar, f. n. 1. pp. 15 and 16.
12. D. R. Regrni, Medieval Nepal Part 1, Calcutta; K. L.
Mukhopadhyaya, 1965, pp. 236-37.
13. lbid.

14. Joshi, f.

n. 3, p. 17.
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With the rise of the Ming dynasty in China during the
third quarter of the fourteenth century, the system of mutual
exchange of missions between Nepal and China was once again
revived. But this time the Ming rulers contacted the Rama
famliy (a Fower section of nobility) by sending missions to and
receiving missions from them, ignoring the Malla rulers of the
Kathmandu Valley. As regards the question why the Chinese
Emperors had direct links with the Rama family instead of the
real rulers, one Nepali writer has given two reasofis. Firstly the
members of the Raina family wele the powerful nobles, and
failing t o suppress them, the Mslla rulers had given them key
posts to win their favour. As a result, Nepal's relations with
Tibet and China were handled by them. Secondly, the members
of Rama family were the Buddhist per excellence, and it was
natural that the Chinese missions, sent under the Buddhist
monks, were received by this powerful section of nobility in the
Kathmandu Valley. Considering the Chinese missions a s of
cultural than the political nature,rthe Mall a rulers also allowed
the Rama family to continue relations with the Chinese court.15
The first three Emperors of the Ming dynasty sent one mission
each to Nepal, and one special mission was sent to Nepal on
the occasion of the "Coronation" of Sakti Sirrgh Rama. In
return the powerful nob!es Madan Rama and Sakti Singh Rama
sent several missions t o China. A lot of valuable gifts were
carried by each of these missions. Valuable clothes and silver
coins were the main Chinese gifts t o Nepal, whereas Nepal
sent books on Buddhism, horses of superior quality and miniature of golden;stupas as presents to the \#Chinese Emperor.' It
is believed that fron1;1384 t o 242'1,'Nepal sent seven missions
to China and received five such missions from the latter. After

15. Dhana Bajra Bajracharya, "Chin KO Ming Bansi Badasa*
bale-Sakti Singh Rama Lai Pathayeko Parawana", Voice
of History, Vol. 1 (1975), pp. 27-28.

l6! Bhrttarai, f. n. 2, pp. 142-45.
.

-
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the suppression of the Rama family, however, the Malla rulers
terminated ?I1 diplomatic~conncctionswith the Ming dynasty.17

In 1644 a new dynasty (Manchus) came into power in
China. But we d o not have documents to deal with Sino-Nepali
relations during the first few decades of the Manchu rule,
rather during that period Nepal-Tibet relations formed the
integral part of Nepal's foreign policy. The eighteenth century
began with a civil war in Tibet, in which the Manchu ruler
of China actively supported one group and established his
control over the Tibetan affairs by stationing two Chinese
Residerts known as Ambans, at the Tibetan capital.'8 By
mid-eighteenth century, the Tibetans revolted against the
Chinese domination but were easily suppressed. In order to
prevent such eventualities, the powers of the Ambans were
sufficiently increased by limiting the authority of the Tibetan
Kajis (Cabinet rnembers).lg
At a time when the Chinese were busy in consolidating
their position in Tibzt, the Malla rulcrs of Kathmandu Valley
fought several wars with the Gorkhali King, Prithvi Narayan
Shah. This resulted in the conquest of the Malla kingdoms of
the Katnmandu Valley and creation of modern Nepal by Prithvi
Narayan Shah in 1769. 20 After this, Sino-Nepali relatioos
entered into a new but controvzrsial phase, with Tibetan affairs
dominating the situation. Despite regular contacts between

17. Rose, f. n. 4, p. 12.
18. Charles Bell, Tibet: Past and Present, London: Oxford
Clarendafi Press, 1924, pp. 39-40.
19. Chien Po-Tsan et a/, Concise History of China, Peking:
Foreign Languages Press, 1964, p. 8 l.

20. For details see Ludwig F. Stiller The Rise of the House of
Gorkha, Ranchi ; The Patna Jesuit Society, !975.
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Nepal and China through the Chinese Amban at Lhasa, both
the countries were placed at uneasy situation due to Tibet's
commercial disputes with Nepal. Nepal wanted Chinese help
and support to strengthen her (Nepal) commercial position in
the land of the Lamas, but, keeping in view the Chinese
suzerainty over Tibet, the Ambans wanted to intervene in the
situation in favour of Tibet. The Sino-Nepali confrontation on
Tibetan affairs finally gave birth t o the system of sending
quinquennial missions by Nepal to C,'hina.

CHAPTER I1

Origin of The Mission System
The system of sending quinquennial mission to China by
Nepal made its beginning in the year 1792 when the latter
lost a war in the hands of the former. Thus it is interesting to
note that Nepal sent her quinquennial missions to China not
as a gesture of friendship but as an obligation imposed upon
her by the Chinese Commander. As the system of sending
thcse missions had originated as a stigma of defeat, many writers do not hesitate to mention them as tributary misqions.
Before to accept or reject this version, it is desirable first to
analyze as to how the system of sending five-yearly missions
to China started in 1792.
To begin with, thz Sino-Nepali war of 1791-92 was not
an outcome of any dispute between the two contracting parties,
nor was it fought with the aim of seizing Nepal's territory by
China or vice versa, rather the Tibetan affairs dragged both
the countries at the battle ground. Nepal argued that China
had unjustly interfered in the Nepal-Tibet affairs in favour of
the latter, whereas China accused Nepal of having aggressive
designs in the land of the Lamas. Both are correct to some
extent. Actually, the Sino-Nepali war became inevitable because both the countries failed to solve the Tibetan problem.
The Nepal-Tihet conflict had its origin during the midseventeeth century when, exploiting t t e situation created by
the Tibetan weakness, Kathmandu forced Tibet to circulate her
coins in the Tibetan markets and allow her merchants to trade
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freely at Lhasa.1 In the beginning, Kathmandu minted pure
coins for Tibet and the latter circulated them in the market.
This system was beneficial Lo Kathmandu because Tibet would
pay for those coins with gold or would provide the silver required for their minting, from which Kathmandu deducted a
certain percentage of silver. But later on, with an objective of
getting more proflt, debased coins were sent to Tibet and this
formed a major reason of friction between Kathmandu and
Tibet. After the Kathmandu Valley had been conquered by
P~ithviNarayan Shah, there were official ncsotiations between
the two countries to solve the coinage problem. They, however,
failed on the question of the exchange of the debased coins.
The Tibetan government was prepared to circuiate the new
coins of Pr~thviNarayan Shah but on the condition that the
Nepali King take back all the debased coins at their f;:ce value.
Prithvi Narayan Shah was not prepared to sustain such a
heavy loss, rather he was ready to guarantee the pureness of
his new coins and to exchange the debased coins on the basis
of their relative value of silver.2
Prithvi Narayan's successor, Pratap Singh, sent a delegation to the Tibetan border, Kuti, to renew the negotiation.
Though the Nepali delegation succeeded in concluding a treaty
with the Tibetan officials, the main issue i. e. the questions of
debased coins, was omitted in the treaty,J and thus it was
unsatisfactory to both the parties. Before the currency problem between the two countries was solved, a political issue
1. Chitta Ranjan Nepali, "Nepal Ra Tibet KO Sambandha",
Pragsii, No. 10 (2014 B. S.), pp. 105-6.

2. Leo E. Rose, Nepal : Strategy for Survival, Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 1973, p. 26.

3. Dhana Bajra Bajracharya (ed.), Triratna Sarrndarr n Gatha,
Kathmandu : Nepal Samskritik Fari:l.ad 2019 PP. S.?
p. 274.
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made the situation more complicated. In 1788 a Tibetan
religious leadel. Shamar Tiulku (mentioned as Syamarpa Lama
in Nepali Jocumcnts), came to Nepal as a refugec with h ~ s
followers. As they signed a dharmapatra with a promise to
remain loyal t o the Nepal government, he and his followers
were given shelter in NepalS4 The Tibetan government was
greatly annoyed by this incident. I n Nepal, Bahadur Shah,
the regent of the minor-aged King Rana Bahadur Shah, exploited the situation and tried to solve the coinage question even
by using force. Through a Tibetan Lama, who bad come to
Kathmandu for pilgrimage, Babadur Shah demanded the soon
ending of the coinage i s s ~ eand threatened to occupy the
border areas, Kuti 2nd Kerung, if the Tibetan government
took negative at tit^.".^ The Tibetan Cabinet (Kashang)
rejected the Nepali ultimi:tum, and in return, ordered to close
the trade routes between the two countries as a protest against
e
Shamar Trulku. Nepal sent a
the Nepali a t ~ i ~ u dtowards
memorial to the Chinese Emperor explaining the coinage
problem with Tibet and, presumably, mentioning the negative
attitude of the Tibetan government to solve the problem. The
Chinese Ambans at Lhasa, however, did not forward the
memorial to the Manchu Court, rather, using their discretion
returned it t o Nepal. In such a situation Nepal decided to
resort to war and led her army t o the land of the Lamas by
conquering the border areas of Kuti, Kerung, Jhunga, and
Rangshar.6 Being unable to resist the Nepali forces, Tibet
sent letters to China and the East India Company for help.
Lord Cornwallis, the Governor-General of Bengal, refused
4.

Dhsrmapatra dated 1845 B. S. Jestha Sudi Roj 2 (June

1788) produced in Chitta Ranjau Nepali, Shree Panch
Rana Bahedur Shah, Kathmandu : Mary Rajbhandari,
2Q20 B, S., pp. 147-48.
5, Roae, f. n. 2, p. 37.
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to help Tibet, as the compaign would be most expensive.7
As to China, the Emperor sent his A. D. C., Pa-chung, and

the Governor-General of Szechuan to investigate the situation.
Although most of the Tibetan officials were in favour of
continuing war against Nepal, the Chinese officials were not
ready to do so and under their pressure, the Tibetan officers
agreed to hold negotiation with Nepal. After a long negotiation, an agreement was signed in 1789 by which the defeated
Tibetans agreed upon the terms and conditions imposed by
Nepal. As demanded by Nepal, one pure coin was to be
exchanged for two debased coins, and along with that, Tibet
was to pay Rs. 50001/- to Nepal annually.* It is interesting
to note here that the Chinese mediators did not take part
in the Nepal-Tibet negotiation. Neither did they interfere
in favour of Tibet nor did they examine the contents of the
treaty. They were satisfied once the Nepali delegates agreed
to send a mission to pay respect to the Chinese Emperor.9

This treaty is specially significant in developing SinoNepali relations after several hundred years. Nepal sent a
mission under Hari Shah in September 1789 with valuable
presents to Emperor Chien Lung, and the latter bestowed
titles to King Rana Bahadur Shah and Regent Bahadur Shah.
For the first time the Chinese Amban came to Kathmandu
ant! had an audience with the Nepali King.10 But the treaty
could not bring peaceful atmosphere in Nepal-Tibet relations.
The Ttbetans were not ready to implement the treaty which
was most humiliating to them, and through which Tibet had
7. Secret Procedings, 26 January 1789, No. 5 (Indian National
Archives, New Delhi- hereafter referred as INA)
8. Sulnmary of tbe treaty dated 1846 B.S. Srawan Badi 11 Roj
l(19 July 17b9), produced in Nepali, f. n. 4, p. 148.

9. Rose, f. n. 2, pp. 43-44.

10. Nepali,f.n. 4, pp.90-91.
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to accept all the terms and conditions imposed by Nepal. Tibet
could not openly challenge the treaty, rather placed obstructions on its implementation, which resulted in the outbreak of
second Nepal-Tibet war in 1791.11
This time also the Tibetans could not resist the Nepali
forces and, as earlier, they requested the Manchu Court for
help. At this moment the Chinese attitude towards Nepal also
differed and it decided to help Tibet against Nepal. The changed Chinese attitude can be explained in three ways:- First,
China realised that the total defeat of Tibet in the hands of
Nepal would decrease her (China) own influence in the land of
the Lamas. Second, China was also perhaps annoyed by the
high handedness of Nepal in dictating peace in 1789 by which
Tibet was reduced, though indirectly, to the status of a
"Vassal" state of Nepal. And last 1y, the Chinese Ambans
placed whole blame on Nepal and reported that the war was
brought about by the "pillage andjaggression of the Gurkhas".

This made Chinese intervention in the trans-Himalayan
politics unavoidable and Emperor Chien Lung sent a huge
army under General Fu Kang-an to make campaign against
N ~ p a l The
.
Chinese participation completely changed the war
picture, and the Nepali forces were defeated in most of the corners, though the Chinese army was also facing difficult problems. Finally i n September i792 Nepal was compelled to accept
the peace formula prepared by the Chinese Commander. By the
new arrangement, Nepal lost everything she gained hefore three
years. She had to abide by the arbitration of China in her
11. For the Tibetan version of the outbreak of war in 1791
see Tsenpen W. D. Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political History,
London : Yale University Press, 1967, pp. 63-64; for
the Nepali version see Nepali, f . n. 4, pp. 92-93.
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future disputes with Tibet and her boundary with the land of
the Lamas was to be fixed by the Chinese officials. In addition
to this, Nepal was to return the whole property seized from the
Tibetan monastery a ~ was
d to surrender the remains of Shamar
Tsul!<ut:) the Chinese officials. More than that, Nepal had to
promise that she would not raise any claim based on the 1789
treaty or on coinage question.12
One of the speciirl fcatures of t h i s new arrangement was
the beginning o f the system of sending quinquennial missions
to China by Nepal. It reads:Nepal wor~ldsend a mission to Peking every five years
with gifts for the Emperor. The Chinese government
would arrange facilities for the mission in China i. e.
bear the cost involved and would send gifts to the Nepali
Raja in return. l3

Thus the system of sending quinquennial mission began
in h e history of Sino-Nepali relations.

Here, it is desirable to explain as to why the Chinese
Commander imposed upon Nepal the provision of quinquennial
mirsion. Though Nepal sent several missions to China during
the ancient and medieval periods, they were never regarded
as an imposed routine business. Even in 1789 Nepal berself
had proposed to send a mission just to please the Chinese
authorities. The situation, however, was different after three

12 It seems that this agreement was not made in written
form. All the issues were settled either verbally or through
letters.
13, Rose, f. n. 2, p. 65.
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years. Two explanations may be given for the inclbsion el
m:qsi?n provision in the new arrangement.
First, as pointed out by one writer, the Sino-Nepali
war was of a punitive nature.14 China did not have any
territorial designs on Nepal, rather wanted to check thc dominent position o i Nepal in the land of the Lamas. For this
purpose, Chinese arbitration in the future Nepal-Tibet disputes
was made obligatory and the introdoction of new Nepali coinage into Tibet was strickly forbidden. The mission provision,
though h3d nothing t o do with Nepal-Tibet relations, was also
a way to downgrade Nepal's status at least in t h e Chinese
eyes. The sending of mission to China, which t n e Chinese
termed as tributory, was based on the ancient C'hincse maxim
that "the Chinese rulers esercised power over all peoples of the
world through the will of the divine overlord"l5 The mission
provision morally binded Nepal to abide by the Chinese
decisions on all her transactions, specially with Tibet,
Second, China had realized that her war with Nepal was
largely the outcome of the Tibetan miscalculations. Believing
on what the Tibetan authorities had said, China made a campaign against Nepal, which proved to be most expensive than
it was expected. I11 order t o prevent such eventualities in future,
China, now, began to tighten her grip in the land of the Lamas,
which had been manifested, among others, by t h e upgradation
of the status of the Chinese Ambans at Lhasa. These Cbiloese
Residents were placed at the status of the Governor-Gcncral
14.

John W. Killigrew, "Some Aspects of the Sino-Nepa&se
war of 1792", Journal of Asian History, Vol. 13 (1979),
p. 48.

15.

L I. Duman, "At~cient Chinese F o r ~ i g nPolicy ::ad the
01-iginsof the TI ibute Sq's4om'', iil China a n d h e r M&ighbours, Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1981. p 27
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of Szechuan, and it was directed that all petitions to the
Chinese Emperor must come through them.
But this provision created a problem. The Manchu C O U ~could gather
information about Nepal only through its Residents, and thus
it was realized that some sort of direct contact should be made
with Nepal. The five-yearly mission provision provided an
opportunity to the Manchu Court to have direct contacts with
Nepal at higher level. That is why the Chinese officials always
insisted that the mission should be led at least by a person of
Uazi rank.
To end this chapter, it is desirable to examine the view
point of a writer who argues that the system of sendifig quinquennial mission to China had started in ,1789 following the
defeat of the Tibetan forces by Nepali army. To quole him:It has been generally accepted that the origin of the
quinquennial missions was the outcome of Nepal's humiliations and defeat in the second Nepal-Tibet war of
1792. It was, in fact, regarded as one of the conditions
imposed by the victorious Tibeto-Chinese army. However, a careful scrutiny of the Chinese presents conferred
to the Monarch of Nepal in 1790 indicates that the first
five-yearly mission to China was sent in 1788; and thus
it seems more on outcome of victory rather than one of
defeat of 1792.17

The above version seems to be faulty on following grounds. First, though we do not have an authoritative copy of
the 1789 treaty there are at least three versions of the said
treaty-Nepali, Tibetan and Chinese. Despite some differences
16. Shakabpa, fa n. 11, p. 169.

Uprety, Nepal-Tibet Ralations, 7850- 1930,
Kathmandu ;Puga Nara, 1980, p. 19 1.

17. Prem
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ia these versions, none of them speaks of the sendicg of
quinquennial mission as a part of the treaty, whereas each
and every copy of the treaty of 1792 (so far available) mention
about the quinquennial mission in detail. l b Moreover the
Tibetan and Chinese sources indicate that the 1789 treaty Qas
signed by the Nefali and Tibetan officials without the approval
or even k~owledgeof the Chinese officials.19 How is it possible
to include the quinquennial mission provision in the treaty
which had not been participated by the Chinese Oficials ?
Second. it is not possible to send the quinquennial mission in 1788 (as mentioned in the above version), since the
Nepal-Tibet treaty, ending the war between the two countries,
bad been signed only in 1789. It is true that one mission led
by Hari Shah was sent to Peking in September 1789, but that
was a special (as sent by Nepal during the ancient and medieval periods) and not a quinquennial mission. Moreover, the
decision to send a special mission to the Chinese Court was

IS. Padma Jung has produced the text of the so-called SinoNepali treaty of 1792 by which both Nepal and Tibet
were to send missions in every five years. The concerned
part of the treaty runs as follows:That the two brotherly states (Nepal and Tibet) would
send to China some produce of their country every five
years in token of their filial love;
That the Chinese government would, in return, send to
Nepal a friendly present, and would make every nece*
ssary arrangement for the comfort of the mission to and
from Pekin.
See his book, Life of Maharaja Sir Jung Bahadur of
Nepal, Kathmandu : Ratna Pustak Bhandar (Reprint),
1974, p. 8.
19. Quoted in Rose, f. n. 2, p. 43.
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made only after a treaty had been signed between the Nepali
and Tibztan delegates, which means that the question of
mission had nothing to do with the treaty of 1789. The Chi.
nese sources state that the Chinese officials gave approval to
the treaty (possibly without examining its provisions) once
Nepal agreed that she would send a mission to pay respect
to the Chinese Emperor. Third, the Chinese presents conferred to the Nepali King in 1790 did not mention anything about
the quinquennial mission. Instead of that, in his letter to the
Chinese Emperor the Nepali King had clearly mentioned Kezj
Dev Dutta Thapa (who had led Nepali mission to China in
1792) as the first Nepali official to lead a quinquennial mission
to Pekingnzo
Thus it is beyond doubt that the system of sending five-,
yearly mission to China began in 1792, as a n imposition on
Nepal by the Chinese officials. No doubt, the Nepali mission
of 1789 was the first one to reach Peking iu modern times,
but that was not a quinquennial mission- The system as such
startzd only after three years of the same.
20. Nepali King to Cbinese Emperor dated 1899 B. S. Ashad
2 Gato Roj (17 June 1542), Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Kathmandu (hereafter mentioned as MFA). Unnumbered
Poka.

CHAPTER 111

Short History o f Missions
Altogether eighteen quinquennial missions were sent
to China by Nepal in a period of about 115 years i. e. from
1792 to 1906, out of which three missions (that of 1802, 1807,
and 1866) did not reach Peking. For the first sixty years i. e.
from 1792 to 1852 Nepal was quite regular in sending missions
and altogether thirteen missions n-ere sent in this period. After
the Nepal-Tibet war of 1855-56, the system moved slowly
and irregularly, which has been evidenced by the fact that
during the fifty-year period, only five such missions were sent.
It was partly due to Nepal's allegiance towards the British
and partly because of the decreasing power of the Chinese
empire that Nepal took less interest in sending missions in
time. In other words, till the rise of the Ranas in 1846 Nepal
took it as an obligation to send five-yearly missions to China
whereas later on it was considered a voluntary job on the
part of Nepal. The Rana Prime Minister sent missions to China
only when they were to get recognition from the Chinese
Emperor to their post. For example, immediately after becoming the Prime Minister, Ranaudip Singh sent a mission to
China. Bir Shamsher repeated the same practice after he usurped
the power. Prime Minister Chandra Shamsher even did not
think it necessary to send quinquennial mission to get the
Chinese recognition. Only after six years of his coming into
power, Chandra sent a mission which proved to be the last
Nepali mission to Peking. Thus the term csquinquen~~ial"
can
be applied to the Nepali missions to China only from 1792 to
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1852, after which the system was so irregular that the missions
cannot be called as five-yearly. However, it is interesting to
note that the Chinese Emperor always defended the irregularities on the part of Nepal in one or another way. For example,
Nepal did not send any mission in 1857 and 1862. The Chinese
Emperor allowed to do so, by mentioning the former, the
great loss to Nepal caused by the Nepal-Tibet war,l and, in
the latter, the trouble created by the revolters in some Chinese
provinces. 2 Nepal also satisfied the Chinese Emperor by sending a formal letter of respect arji instead of huge presents
carried by a number of persons, in all irregular periods.3

Not only regular, the Nepali quinquennial missions for
the first sixty years reached Peking and returned home in time
as sheduled. It took less than two years for those missions to
complete the journey. Sometimes, the mission returned home
after a lapse of only fourteen months. But later on the duration of these missions became quite longer, The 1877 mission
returned home after a lapse of five years. Same was the case
of the succeedigg mission of 1886. The next. mission, sent in
1894, has a record of longest duration. It took nearly seven
years to complete the journey.4

1. Chinese Amban to King Surendra, Han Fong, 7th. year
2nd month, 8 th day (March 11357),MFA, Pokz No. Pa. 64.
2. Same to Sarne, Han Fong 10th. year, 1 1th month, 17th
Jay (December 1860), Ibid.
3, Royal Nzpal Army Mead-quarter, Kathmandu, (hereafter
mmtioned as RNAH), File No. 56.
4. In 1877, Nepali mission left Kathmandu in the month of
July and returned home in June 1882; The 1886 mission
started in September and was back in June 1891. Regarding the mission of 1894; it left Kathmandu in June and
returned home in March 1901,
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The longer duration of the later missions was largely
due to their own smuggling activities. Specially after the rise
of the Ranas, the quinquennial missions changed their character from political to commerical. The ruling family itself
was involved in the illegal trade of opium through these
mission members, and that is way the mission had to stay for
a long period in the Chinese territory to sell opium and other
materials as directed by the ruling family.
The system of sending quinquennial missons to China
was terminated after 1906. It cannot be said definitely as to
why the system was abolished so suddenly. One version is
that the Rana Prime Minister, Chandra Shamsher, terminated
the system on the advice of the British government, the
powerful ally of Nepal. Two reasons were forwarded to
support this argument, Firstly, as the Nepali Prime Minister
was insisting for the recognition of Nepal's independent status by the British government, the British authorities presumably advised Chandra to discontinue the mission system
first. Doubtless to say that the British considered these
Nepali missions to China as of tributary nature at least in
theory and took Nepal as under the satellite of the Chinese
Emperor at least in theory.
Secondly, in 1910 China formally claimed her suzerainty
over Nepal. Possibly, the mission system provided a good
ground for thc Chinese to assert their claim of suzeraioty.
But the British were not prepared to accept the Ctinese
version, and so they advised Nepal to discontinue the system
of sending quinquennial missions which would automatically
thwart Chinese claim of suzeraintym5

5. Memorandum on the letters from the Resident of Nepal,
Foreign Secret E, October 1911, Nos. 270-72, INA.
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Some writers, however, have rejected the above version,
and argued that the British never considered the mission issue
so seriously. They put forward the view that by the turn of
the 19th century, the Chinese authorities made several rules
to discourage the illegal trade carried on by the members of
the Nepali missions, and thus Nepal had to abolish the system
as it was less possible, under new circumstances, to continue
the smuggling activities through these missions. This view has
been supported by a letter sent by Bhairab Bahadur (leader
of the last Nepali mission to China) from Peking whicb mentioned the strict implementation of the new opium rules making
it most difficult for him to sell the prohibited goods. Bhairab
Bahadur clearly admitted his inability to sell the opium, as the
Chinese people were not ready to accept them possibly because of the strict Chinese regulations.
Whatever may be the real cause of the termination of
more than a century old mission system, the Chinese revolution of 1911 provided an excuse for the Nepali rulers to end
the system. With the fall of the Manchu dynasty, Nepal considered herself as not bound to continue the system imposed upon her by the former Chinese royal house. Nepal was in an easy
position to discontinue the system when the new Chinese leadership made a unilateral declaration to cancel engagements
signed by the Manchu rulers. 7
6. Bhairab Bahadur also told the British Minister at Peking
that the only advantage of the continuance of Nepali
mission was the opportunity of acquiring first hand information about China. See Jordon to Minto 25 May 1908,
Foreign Secret E, October 1908, Nos. 696-717, INA.

7. Tri Ratna Manandhar (ed.9, Nepal KO ltihas Ka Babadaspsd Bisaya Haro, Kathmandu ; History and Culture
Instruction Committee, 2037 B.s. p. 67.
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It is not possible, even not desirable, to trace the history
of all the quinquennial missions to China sent by Nepal durivg
the period of 1 15 years. Thus we present a brief chronological
picture of tbese Nepali missions, so as to give a background
information to understand clearly the following chapters.
Immediately after an agreement was reached between
Nepal and China is 1792, the first Nepali mission led by Kaji
Dev Dutta Thapa left for Peking along with the Chinese
Commander and his followers. The mission carried a letter
from the Nepali King to the Chinese Emperor along with huge
"
presents to the latter. The second mission was scheduled for
the year 1797, but it had to leave for China more than a year
before. The sole reason of the soon despatch of tbe second
Nepali mission was the abdication of the Chinese Emperor,
Chien Lung, in 1795 in favoilr of his son. The Chinese authorities insisted that Nepal should send a special mission to
pay respect to ths new King with special presents. The request
of Nepal that she would send a single mission with presents
to the new King and the usual five-yearly presents was accepted by the Chinese authorities, slnd thus the second Nepali
mission left for China in 1795 under the leadership of K a j i
Narashingh Gurung. The warm welcome accorded to this
mission was evidenced by tbe fact that the mission members
got audience of the Chir~eseEmperor for twenty-five times.9

The third Nepali mission was due to leave for Peking
in 1800; but considering the political turmoil in Nepal created
by the enthronement of the baby King, Griwan Yuddha
Bikram, and by the self-exileruent of the ex-king, Rana Bahadur Shah, the Chinese Ambans, on behalf of the Emperor
8.

The details of this mission has been recorded in MFA,
Poka No. Pa 64.
/b id.
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permitted the Nepal government to send the zchcduled mission
a year later.10 The political situation of Nepal did rot improve
in the following year, rather it became more complicated by
the activities of the ex-king at Benaras. Possibly on the
request of Nepal, the Chinese Ambans allowed the Nepal
government to send a high-level official a!i th usual five-yearly
presents, meant for the Chinese Emperor, to the Nepal-Tibet
border area, from where the Chinese officials were to carry
the presents to Peking.11 Accordingly a mission led by Kajr
Sarvajit Pande left for the border area in 1802, where the
presents and arji to the Chinese Emperor were handed over
to the Chinese officials. As usual, the Chinese Emperor sent
return presents to the Nepali king and mission membcrs
along with a letter (parewana) to the king of Nepal. Kaji
Sarvdjit and his party had to go to Tingri Maidan (near the
Nepal-Tibet border) to receive the presents.12

The story of the fourth Nepali mission to China is
similar to the previous mission. This time also the mission
was not to visit the Chinese capital, rather was to hand
over the presents to the Chinese ofici als at the border area of
Kuti. Although the political situation o f Nepal had largely
improved with the assassination of Rana Bahadur Shah and
the emergence of a powerful statesman, Hhirnsen Thapa, Nepal
pleaded that she would send a mission to the border area
(instead of Peking), as the Nepali King was still a minor.
This being granted, a Nepali mission under the leadership
of Kaji Shakta Bir Thapa left the country in 1807. As in the
10. Chinese Amban to King (Girwao Yuddha), 1859 B. S.
Baisak Badi 10 Roj 3 (27 April 1802), /bid.
11. /bid.
12. Amban to King of Gorkha and his Bharsdars and Four
Kajis, Chyachhin 8th year, 1st M.onth, 24th day (February
1804). /bid.
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previous case pesents and ~ r jwere
i
handed over to the Chinese
officials at Kuti. After a year or so, Kaji Bhakta Bir went to
Lhasa to receive presents and parawene from the Chinese
Emperor.'
When the question of sending fifth Nepali mission came
after five years, it seems that Nepal once again pleaded that
she would send a mission to the Nepal Tibet border area (as
she had done in two previous cases), on the plea that the
Nepali King was still a minor. The Chinese Ambans, however,
did not appreciate the h'epali plan, possibly with the fear that
Nepal would abandon the mission system in near future if she
was allowed to handover presents and erji at the Tibetan border for many times. Accordingly, the Ambans firmly instructed
the Nepal government to send the Nepali mission to Peking,
with usual presents and arji, in time "as the Nepali King has
now become able to control the state affairs'la Following
the Ambans' instruction, Nepal sent a mission to China in
June 1812 under ' the leadership of Keji ilhakta Bir Thapa
(who had led the previous mission to the Nepal-Tibet border
area) who returned home after a lapse of about fifteen months.
After 1812 Nepali quinquennial missions visited Peking
and returned home regularly for the next four decades. Despite her war with the British, Nepal sent a mission to China.
in time in 1817 under the leadership of Kaji Ranajoor Thapa.
In 1820 the Chinese Emperor, Chia Ching, died and thus the
question of sending a special mission to congratulate the new
Emperor again arose. As earlier Nepal requested for permission to send a single mission a year later with usual fiveyearly presents and special presents for the new Emperor.
13. Amben to Nepali king, 1865 B. S. (Chyachhin 13th year)
Bhadra Sudi 8 Roj 2 (29 August 1808), /bid.
14. Chinese Amban's letter dated Chyachhin 17 th year 2nd
month, 29th day (March 1812), /bid.
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This being accepted by the Chinese Ambans at Lhasa, a
Nepali mission led by K sji Dalabhanjan Pande left for Peking
in 1822.'~ This was Nepal's seventh mission to China.
Nepal's next to missions, sent in 1827 and 1832 respectively, were led by Kaji Bir Kesher Pande. Ona of the special
features of the 1827 mission was that the leader of the mission
got audience of the Chinese Emperor for seventeen times.16
Chautaria Pusker Shah led the tenth Nepali mission in 1837.
Nepal sent her next mission in 1842 under the leadership of Kaji Jagat Barn Pande. As fate would have it, the
prominent Pandes were executed in Nepal while the Nepali
mission was on its way back to home country. Despite the
assurances of the Nepal government that no action would be
taken against him, Jagat Born Pande did not think it proper
to return to Nepal and he escaped to India from Tibet.17

In 1846 there were major political changes inside the
Nepali Court. Jang Bahadur came into power after the Kot
and Bhandarkhal massacres. Queen Laxmi Devi was exiled to
Benaras, and King Rajendra also followed the queen appoiating Prince Surendra as his representative in Nepal, As soon
as the opportunites provided, Jang installed Surendra to be
the new king of Nepal in May 1847.18
For details see MFA, Poka No, Pa 64.
16. Amban to Nepali King, Tau kwang 8th sear, 5th month
19th day (June 182S), /bid.

15,

17. Arji t o the Chinese Emperor, dated 1900 B. S. Magh
Badi 9 Roj 1 (14 January 1844) /bid.

18. For dctails see M. S. Jain, The Emergance of a New
Aristocracy in Nepal, Agrn ; Sri Ran1 klehra and Co.
1972.
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These political changes, however, did not affect SinoNepali relations. Leo E. Rose has written that "one of the
side effects of Jang Bahadur's rise to power in 1846 w a s the
dicision to cancel the quinquennial mission to Peking scheduled to depart in 1847."19 This view is not correct. Jang wanted
to get Chinese recognition to the new ruler of Nepal and so
he himself took first initiative to send quinquenuial mission to
China.20 Accordingly i n June 1847 Nepal despatched a mission with Surath Singh Pantha as its leader, which returned
home sometime after twenty-two months. It was due to this
mission that the Chinese recognition to the Nepali ruler came
earlier than the British recognition. But on the negative side,
both the leader and deputy leader of the mission died while
they were on their way back to Nepal.21
The thirteenth Nepali mission to China, sent in 1852,
proved to be most crucial. The alleged abuse of this mission
by the Khampas of Tibet induced Nepal to declare war against
Tibet. The ill fate of the mission was demonstrated in the very
beginning when the leader and deputy leader designate Kazi
Rana Mehar Singh Adhikari and Sardar Bir Man Thapa were
to be dropped because of their illness.22 In their place were
19. Leo E. Rose, Nepal: Strategy for Survival, Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 1973, p. 107,

20. Gyan Mani Nepal, "Jang Bahadur KO Bidesh Niti Ra
Sambat 1904Ko PekingJanePratinidhi Mandal", Contributions to Nepalese Studies, Vol. VIII No. 2 (June
1981), P. 187.
21. For the details of this mission see Tri Ratna Manandhar
and Tirtha I'rasad Mishra, ''Cavenagh and Rose on
Nepal's Mission to China", Rohmba, Vol. 3, No. 1
(January-March 1983), pp. 45-49.

22, Shree Pancha to Chinese Amban, 1909 B. S. Jestha Sudi
12 Roj 1 (30 May 1852), MFA, Poka No. Pa. 64.
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appointed Kezi Gambhir Singh Adhikari and Sardar Samsher
Thapa. As in the earlier mission, both the leader and deputy
leader passed away while they were returning home from Peking. Seriouo of all was the alleged maltreatment of the
mission members by the Khampasa23
When time came for the next quinquennial mission in
1857, the situation w a s completely diff'erent. Tibet had been
defeated by Nepal in war, and China did not help Tibet against Nepal. Considering the situation, the Chinese Emperor,
through the Ambans, instructed Nepal to send only arji
instead of mission with huge pre~ents.~4
After five years in
1862, the internal situation of both Tibet and China was not
satisfactory. Tibet was at the verge of civil war, and China
was also being troubled in some provinces. In such a situation
the mission of 1862 was also allowed to be can~elled.2~
After the lapse of more than fourteen years Nepal sent
her another mission in 1866 lead by Kazi Jagat Sher Sijapati.
This mission was greatly humiliated when it was not allowed
to visit Peking on the plea of a muslim rzbellion in western
China. Jagat Sher waited for nearly two years at Tachien-lu
for permission to proceed to Peking but had to return home
from therc26 I n reply to this humiliationyNepalsent a letter to
tbe Chinese Ambans in 1871 that she would send her next
23. I he British sources, however, indicate that Jang Bahadur
exaggerated the issue of the maltreatment of Nepali
mission as a pretext to make an attack on Tibet.
24. Chinese Amban to King Surendra, Hoh Fong 7th year

2nd month 8th day (March 1857), MFAy Poka No. Pa.64.
25. Chinese Emperor's Parawane, Throndi 1st Year 7th
month 1st day (August 1862) Ibid.

26. Rose,f. n. 19. pp. 135-36.
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mission if it would be allowed to reach Peking without any
trouble.27 The Chinese Emperor could not give this assurance
rather allowed the Nepal government to send a r j i and presents
only to the Nepal-Tibet border. Nepal was not satisfied with
this reply and wrote that she would send her mission to Peking when the Emperor would instruct her to do ~ 0 . 2 8 Finally,
the proposed mission was allowed to be cancelled.
In 1877 Jang died and was succeeded by his brother,
Ranaudip Singh. Within four months, the new Prime Minister
sent a mission to China under the leadership of Tej Balladur
Rana. This mission was also humiliated when it was stopped
at Techien-lu and was ordered to return from there after
surrendering the presents they brought. Tej Bahadur refused
to do so, and finally on the request of the Nepal government,
the mission was allowed to visit Peking.29
Nepal did not send any mission in 1882, the official
explanation given for it was the death of the Chinese Emperor's Dowger, Tsu Shi. In 1885 the Nepali Prime Minister
informed the Chinese Ambans his desire to send the quinquennial mission in time. But before he could do so, the Prime
Minister was assassinated30 and his successor Prime Minister
sent next missioh in 1886 under Rana Bikram Rana. The
27. Shree Panch to Amban, 1928 B, S. Kartik Sudi 4 Roj 5
(16 November L871), MFA, Poka No. Pa. 64.

28. Shree Panch to Amban, 1929 B. S. Marga Sudi 12 Roj 5
(12 December 1872), lbid.
29. For details of this mission see Tri Ratna Manandhar,
"Nepal : Tho Years of Trouble", Kathmandu, Purna
Devi Manandhar, 1986.
30. Peking Gazette. 17 April 1885, Cited in Foreign Secret F,
June 1885, No. 31 1 (INA).
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Chinese officials cooperated with the mission in several ways
for which the Nepal government offered thanks to tho
Ambans.31 Another mission was sent to China after more
than 7 years and no explanation was given for this delay. This
tine the leader of the mission was Kaji Indra Bikram Rana
who left Kathmandu for Peking in June 1894.32 The duration
of this mission was longest of all, as it returned to Nepal only
in March 1901. Before the mission returned home, Nepal had
to be prepared for sending another mission, because five years
had already been lapsed. But the Chinese Ambens allowed to
postpone it on the ground of famine at the Chinese provinces
of Shansi and Shensi. The decision of the Chinese Ambans
was greatly appreciated by Nepal, and she expressed her readiness to send mission to China as soon as the Emperor
instructed for the same.33

The last or the eighteenth Nepali mission was sent by
Prime Minister Chandra Shamsher in 1906 with Keji Bhairab
Bahadur Gadhatola as its leader, which returned home, after
the lapse of four years, in 1910.34
Thus out of the total eighteen quinquennial missions sent
by Nepal over a period of about 115 years, fifteen reached
Peking and got audience of Chinese Emperor.35 Two missions
(that of 1802 and 1807) proceeded only up to the border area
and handed over presents meant for the Chinese Emperor and
Draft letter from Nepali King to Amban 1946 l3.S- Baisak
Badi 15 Roj 4 (15 May 1889), MFA. Poka No. Pa. 64.
32. Commander-in-Chief to Dbewas of Kuti, 1951 B. S.
Jestha Sudi 8 Roj 2 (1 1 June 1894), /bid.
33. Shree Panch to Amban, 1958 B. S. Baisak Badi 10 Roj 1
(14 April 1901), lbid.
34. Nepali King to Chinese Emperor, 1967 B. S. 4th Srawan
Tuesday (19 July 1910), MFA, Ununmbered Poka.
31.
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others to the Chinese authorities there, while a third one (that
of 1 F66) was not allowed to visit Peking by the Chinese authorities and had to return from Chen-tu (a few miles inside the
Chinese border).

35. It is t o be mentioned here that Nepal had sent a special
mission in 1805 or 1806 under the leadership of Sura Bir
Thapa, possibly to mark the occasion of "China's victory
over her enemies". It seems that this mission ~ e n up
t to
Lhasa and surrendered presents, meant for the Chinese
Emperor, there.

CHAPTER IV

Journey of The Mission
One of the peculiar features of the Nepali missions to
China was their journey complications. In this chapter we
intend to discuss the journey experiences of those missions
along with their composition and the list of the presents meant
for the Chinese and Tibetan authorities.

The Chinese authorities wanted that the Nepali missions
should Seof superior status, and they should be led by the
Nepali authorities of higher posts. It seems that in the course
of negotiation in 1792, the Chinese commander had laid down
the condition that either the king or his regent should visit
Peking to pay respect to the Chinese Emperor. The Nepali
officials, however, objected to it on the plea of "long difficult
way" but agreed to send Kaji and Sardar as leader and deputy
leader of the mission. At that time these two posts were supposed to be most superior in the administrative hierarchy of
Nepal. Bhimsen Thapa himself was a Kszi when he cemc into
power in 1806. Kirkpatrick, who visited Nepal during the
last decade of the eighteenth century, has placed Kazi and
Sardar at the second ;nd third highest posts in the hierarchy
and mentioned that there were only four Kazis apd four Sardars
throughout the kingdom of Nepal. The viewpoint of Kirkpa1. Colonel Kirkpatrick, An Accounr of the Kingdom of
Nepaul. New Delhi: Asian Publications Services (Reprint),
1975, pp. 199-200.
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trick has been supported by Hamilton who visited Nepal in
the beginning of the nineteenth century. In such a situation,
the Nepali missions were generally heeded bq junior offic~als,
but the Nepal government addressed them as Kazis and Sarders
all through the duration of the missiorr they led. As to the
Chinese Ambans they never questioned the status of the leader
and deputy leader of the mission. It is true that the Nepal
government had to send the name of leader and deputy laeder
of the mission to the Ambans beforehand for confirmation but
the Chinese Resident never rejected these names. The designation ~f these officials w a s never challenged, though a t one time,
the Chinese authorities at Peking insisted that the Nepali
Prime Minister should visit Peking to pay respect to the
Emperor2

One British writer, Captain Cavenagh, wrote in 1851 that
the Nepali mission to China always '6consists of 27 persons,
as ia the event of any variation taking place in the number, it
would not be received by the Chinese authorities ..."a The
contemporary documents, however, indicate that the mission
generally consisted of forty-five members. It comprised a
leader, a deputy leader, Subeders, Khariders, Jamadars,
Nayaks interpreters (Dobhase) and a number of junior staff.
It seems that the British writer counted only the officials of
superior status as the mission members. Cavenagh is correct
to say that the variation in the number of mission- membexs
rarely occurred: but his version that the Chinese authorities
2. Foreign Secret Consultation, 26 May 1854, No. 50, INA.

3. Captain Orfeur Cavenagh, Rough Notes on State of Nepal:
lts Government Army end Resources, Calcutta: W.Palmer
Military Orphan Press, 1851, p. 64
4. There are occasions when the Chinese Ambans made an
arbitary screening in the composition of the Nepali

missigr ,
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never allowed any variation in number seems rot to be correct.
l t was more a mutual understanding between the Nepali and
Chinese officials, and less an imposition by China upon Nepal.
No doubt, the Chinese Ambans used to screen the members of
the mission sent by Nepal and only those, approved by the
Chinese Residents, could visit Peking but it seems that t h e
Ambans did not reject the members arbitrarily. For instance,
in 1812, Nepal proposed to send a 91-member mission to
China. The Ambens objected to it but permitted a mission of
not more than sixty persons.5

List of Presents.The Nepali mission to China carried a number of items
as presents to the Chinese and Tibetan authorities, specially
the Chinese Emperor, and received similar presents from the
Peking Court to the Nepali King and other higher authorities.
To begin with the Nepali present, the Chinese sources refer
them as the "produce of the land", but in real practice most
of the items were imported by Nepal from India (specially
Calcutta & Benaras) in order to send them to China. A few
Nepali businessnen were employed for this purpose, and they
were given some amount of money in advance. Further, no
custom duty was levied on these goods, and the g o w nment
paid wages to the labourers who carried those items from
India to Nepal.6 Here also the Chinese officials never questioned whether the presents were the "produce of the land" or
not.
5. Amban to Nepali king, Chyachhin 17th year 4th month
17th day (June 1812), MFA, Poka No, Pa. 64

6. P u r j ~to Bhansar Hakim, 1942 Srawan Sudi 11 Roj 6
(21 August 1585). This document h a s been presenvcd i n
the Rescarch Cenlrt for Nepal and Asian Studies, No. 251.
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The Nepali documents mentioned these presents 3s
memuli saugat, which means general presenls, and so the
Nepal governn~eqtdid not consider thein as speical presents.
It is evidenced by the fact that the presents sent through the
quinquennial mission were of inferior value than those sent on
the occasion of the Emperor's ascending the throne. In 1795
Nepal sent her mission to China with five-yearly presents and
special presents to the Emperor on the occasion of his becoming the new ruler. The general presents were valued at Rs.
4829/- whereas the value of special presents was fixed at

Rs. 149421-7
Nepal sent five-yearly presents not only to tk.e Chinese
Emperor but also to the o:her authorities such as the Chinesc
Ambans, Dalai Lama and his four kajis of Lhasa, Panchen
Lama of Shigat ,e, Dhewas of Kuti, Raja Lama of Takyali (?),
Talloye of Shigatse and others. Items of present to the Emperor included neckleces of corals, Kimkhsp (cloth of special
quality), and special kind of weapons such as guns, Tarawers
(sword), and Khukuris. Also included in the list were the
different kinds of masalas such as Jayafal, Supari, L wang,
and Delchini. Other Chinese and Tibetan authorities got
Kimkhap and some other items as presents from Nepal. It is
interesting to note that Nepal respected the Chinese Ambans
much than the Dalai Lama. The former received more items
as presents than the latter. In the 1822 mission, the presents
for the Dalai Lamaawas valued at Rs. 1501- whereas the
Chinese Ambans received items of nearly 600 rupees?

7. For the details of presents and their value see RNAH,
File No. 56, See Appendix A.
8. Ibid, See Appendix B,
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As mentioned above, the Nepali King and other higher
received valuable presents from the Chinese Emperor. As
mentioned in tho Nepali and Indian documents, the Chinese
presents included "24 pieces of Kochin known as Tachiang
Pastung, 4 pieces of Tangtwang Kochin 4 pieces of blue Mantwang Kochin, 4 pieces of Yanfaichin Kochin, 4 pieces of
Chintwang Kochin of Bakkha class, 4 pieces of Tanrung,
8 pieces of Tangrung sheets or Carpets 2 silver tea pots,2 silver
dishes. 2 'phalachhis', 2 'polis' 4 cups of 'usay' colour, 4 cups
of uchhai colour, 1 Rui studded with 'Sanisan', 2 articles of
Sangisan, 1 Rosary of Sootoo beads, 2 Tyaocbhifur, 2 Malouchhi fur, 2 yellow dishes, 2 buadochhis, 2 pairs of large purse,
4 pairs of small purse, and 8 packets of t e a g Thus it seems
that the Chinese presents meant for the Nepali King were of
more value than the Nepali gifts to the Chinese ,Emperor.
Chandra Shamsher clearly wrote to the British Resident that
the missions were "merely a means for the party to get access
into the country under very advantageous circumstances and
to dispose of with very great profit of large quantity of goods
which they take with them? The version of the Nepali Prime
Minister has been endorsed by the British Resident who wrote
that "the mission costs Nepal about Rs. 15000/- while it costs
China over 6 lakhs." Apart from the usual presents, the Nepali
King sent a special letter ( a r j i ) to the Chinese Emperor, covered tvi111 the valuable golden cloth and recei\,ed similar 4'golden
pai~wsna"ficm the Chinese Emperor. It is ~urprisingto note
9. His Higbness the Maharaj Dbiraj to His Majesty the
Einperor of China 1958 B . S. Jestha Sudi 15 Roj 1 (2 June
1901) MFA. Unnumbered Poka, See Appendix E.

10. Chandra Shamsher to Manner Smith, 19 April 1906, Foreign Secret E, June 1906, Nos. 241-45, INA, See Appendix G.
11. Resident in Nepal to Secretary, Government of India, 28
June 1902, Foreign Secret E, September 1902, Nos. 127-33,
I N A , See Appendix F.
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that the letter t o be sent by the Nepali King to the Chinese
Emperor was drafted not by the Nepali officials but by the
Chinese Ambens and that was the reason why those letters had
in them the exaggerating words of respect for the Emperor.12
Cavenagh is of opinion that the Chinese authorities were
very particular in the items sent to the Emperor as presents.
He writes that the mission should "have under its charge
exactly the same articles, as originally prescribed by the treaty
of 1792, not the slightest deviation from the rules then dictated being allowed "'3 This version of the British writer
seems not to be correct because we do not have evidence to
prove that the items of gifts to the Emperor were fixed by the
treaty of 1792. Moreover, the documents deposited in the
Royal Nepali Army Head- quarter indicate the variation of
presents meant for the Chinese Emperor in different years,
not only in iteills but also in qusntity.I4 It seems that the
items could be altered considering the convenience of both the
countries. For example, in its first mission (1792), the Nepal
government sent some elephants and horses. As it was felt
difficult to carry them to China, the Ambons informed the
Nepali king not to send those animals in future.'=
In fact the Chinese authorities were not so much particular about the presents or gifts, ratber were conscious that
'12. Ambans to four Kajis of Nepal, Chyachhin 7th year loth,

month 19th day (November 1802), MFA, Poka No.
Pa. 64.
13. Cavenagh, f. n, 3, p. 64.
14. See RNAH, File No. 56, See also Appendix A and B (for
comparison).

15. Ambens to Nepali King, 1833 B. S. Ashwin Sudi 8 Roj 1
(9 October 1796); Same to same, Chyachhin 5th year 5th.
Month 15th day (July 1800), MFA, Poka No. Pa. 64.
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Nepal should show her due respect to the Emperor. As the
British Resident heared a rumoui, in 1852 the Chinese Empe.
ror refused to accepet the presents brought by the Nepali
mission, on the ground that the Nepali Prime Minister had
shown disrespect to the Emperor by paying visit to England
by himsclf and by sending only his subordinates to China.'=

Journey Cornplicetions;One of significant aspects of Nepal's mission to China is
the journey complications from Kathmandu to Peking. The
hardship in journey can be well explained by the fact that the
death of one or two mission members was almost a regular
feature. In the missions of 1847 and 1852 both the leader and
deputy leader lost their lives on way. The miserable condition
of the mission members had been analyzed by Captain Cavenagh in these words:

......at the

same time should one of their number be
in a dying state, he would not to allowed to halt, but
in the event of a plankeen not being available, which
is the case for some part of the way, he would be tied
on to his saddle and compelled to continue his
journey. ' 7
The above version of the British writer may be a slight
exaggeration, but the members of the mission suffered a lot
sometimes by the illness and even death of some of the members, sometimes due to the manhandling by Tibetans, and
sometimes by tbe thieves and robbers.

16. Ramsay to Government of India, 6 May 1854, Foreign
Secret Consultations, 26 May 1855, No. 50, INA.

17. Cavenagh, f, n. 3, pp. 64
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For the first sixty years, Nepal sent her missions to
China regularly and the journey of each mission was completed
in less than two years. The mission travelled about 2500 miles
distance from Kathmandu to Peking18 in six months, remained
at the Chinese capital for about forty-five days, and completed its leturn journey in another six months. That is why in
1837 the Nepali mission led by Pusker Sbah completed its
journey in less than fourteen months.19 But for Surath Singb
(who led the Nepali mission in 1847) it took about twenty-two
months to complete the journey due to some complications on
way. Ever? then the Nepali government was not so much
willing to send its mission to China, possibly because of journey complications. On the plea that the king was a minor, the
Nepal government sent missions in 1802 and 1807 only up to
the Tibetan border. In 1812 also Nepal repeated the same
ground and hesitated to send mission to Peking. But the
Chinese Ambans did not appreciate Nepal's version and
insisted to send her mission to China.20
With the rise of the Ranas in 1846 the situation changed
completely. In his mission of 1852, Jang Bahadur supplied
opium of nearly three lakh rupees under diplomatic privilege
to sell them in China, despite its legal ban in that country.
This aroused suspicion in the minds of the Chinese, and that
18. The Indian archival documents mentioned the distance
between Kathmandu and Peking as 2530 miles, hut the
Nepali source recorded it as 1283 Kosa I . e. 2486 miles.
See Tirtha Prasad Mishra, ''Nepal-China Sambandha",
Gorakhapatra, 2040 B. S. Chaitra 5 Gate (18 March
19B4), p . 4.
19. Nepali King to Ambans, 1895 B. S. Ashwin Badi 5 Roj
7 (8 September 1838), MFA, Poka No. Pa. 64.
20. Chinese Amban's letter dated Chyachhin 17th year 2nd
month 29 th day (March 1812), /bid.
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is way the Nepali mission of 1866 was not allowed to enter
the Chinese territory on the plea of a Muslim rebellion in
western China. Jngat Skier, the leader of the mission, waited
for nearly two years in an effort t o visit Peking, but he was not
permitted to do so. Finally, the mission was allowed to go a
few miles inside the Chinese border where it sold the opium
it had and returned home from there surrendering the presents,
meant for the Chinese Emperor, t o the local Chinese authorities.2' In 1877 also the Chinese authorities tried t o atop the
Nepali mission a t the border area of China, but on the request
of the Nepali King and Prime Minister, the missicn as allowed to visit Peking but was lodged in the dirty b~zilding
assigned to the missions of the tributary nations.22 h i t h the
involvement af Nepali missions in trading activities, their journey became quite longer. It took about five years for Tej
Bahadur Rana (who led the Nepaii mission of 1877) t o complete his journey, whereas the 1894 mission returned home only
after the lapse of seven years.
Coming t o the routine business of sending missions to
China, generally, the Chinese Ambans took initiation in it.
Months before the sheduled time, the Chincsc Residents sent
letters to the Nepali King reminding the latter to despatch
the quinquennial mission in time, and send the names of the
leader and deputy leader of the proposed mission for the former's confirmation. As instructed, the Nepal government
would sent the names of leader and deputy leader (sometimes
other members too) of the proposed mission for the approval
of the Ambans. These names were rarely objected by the
Ambans. Confirming the leader and deputy leader of the
-

21.

22.

For dctails see Foreign Political A, March 1868, No. 208
INA.
T. F. Wade to Viceroy of India, 16 January 1880, Foreign Political A, April 1880, No. 98, /bid.
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mission, the Chinese Residents usually sent a draft of .rji to
be submitted by the Nepali King to the Chinese Emperor,
through the leader of the quinquennial missi0n.2~It seems that
the Nepal government could not change even words in the
draft, but sometimes the Nepaii statesmen succeeded in convincing the Ambans to plead in Nepal's favour, which is.
evidenced by the arji, sent througb the missions of 1837 and
1842, requesting Chinese help against the British.
After these formalities were over, the mission was finally
sent usually in the month of June or July. Cavenagh is incorrect
to write that the Nepali mission "must also inveriably arrive
on the frontier on the same day.. . as originally prescribed by
the Treaty of 1792."24 1 t seems that no such date was fixed by
the agreement of 1792, though in practice the missions were
sent at about the same time once in five years, at least up to1852. For examplz in 1827 thz Nepali mission left Nepal a..
little earlier, and the Nepali King informed the Chinese Am&ans that the mission was sent on the auspicious day fixed by.
the a s t r o l ~ s e r s . ~ ~

23

Ambens t o four Kajis of Nepal, Chyachhin 7th year 10th
month 19th day (November 1802). MFA, Poka No. Pa.

64. It, however, seems that Nepal echoed the voice of €be
Ambans only in the beginning years. Later on the Nepalgovernment drafted the o r j i on its own instance, but did
not challenge the right af the Chinese Residents to
change the words and add some "extravagent honorific
foems considered appropriate by the Peking Court."
See Foreign Secret E, January 1886, No. 37, INA.

24. Cavenagh, f. n. 3, p. 64.
25. Shree Psnch to Amban, 1884 B S. Ashad Badi 8 Roj 1
(17 June 1827) MFA, Poka No. Pa. 64.
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As already mentioned, the mission consisted of forty-five
members, including a Keji and Sardar as leader and deputy
leader respectively. The other members of the mission were
Subedars, Kharidars, Jamadars, Nayaks, interpreters (Dobhases), and other junior staff. The leader of the mission was
authorised to appoint additional interpreters in case of need,
but was not allowed to make major changes in its composition&
The leader and other members of the mission were given
some instructions, which they were to observe strictly. The
Nepal government wanted that the mission members should
behave p~litalyand I emain in disciplined way so as to have
good impression on the Chinese authorities. For this purpose,
Nepal always requested the Chinese Ambsns to acquaint the
mission members with the Chinese and Tibetan customs, so
that they (mission members) could behave t o the satisfaction of
the Chinese Emperor. The mission members were strictly
instructed to behave politely and to work in accordance with
the tradition and customs followed in the past. They should be
satisfied with the presents given by the Chinese Emperor to
them, and should, in no circumstance, request for more gifts
and present s.=7
The leader and deputy leader of the mission a-ere also
equipped with some judicial powers. Specially they wers
instructed to hear complaints against the Nepali Vekil or
Nayak- as the case may be- from the Nepali inhabitants of
Tibet and decide them without any delay. It seems that they
were also authorised to revise the cases decided by the Nepali
26. Nepal government's instructions to the leader of the
mission dated 1943 2 . S. Bhadra Sudi 13 Roj 7 (11
September !R8h), MFA, Unnumbered Pokn.
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Vakilof Lhasa or the othzr Nepali judical officials of Shigatse
Gyantse. Kuti etc. S3m:times the mission had to stay at the
Tibetan territory for some weeks t o decide the pending cases.
~f the cases could not be decided, either by the lack of time or
the complicated nature of the case, the leader or deputy leader
take-up them on their way back to Kathmandu from
Pek ing., ,
After the rise of the Ranas, the mission was engaged
more on smuggling activities. The ruling family supplied prohibited goods like opium through the mission members 'to
sell them in China. It seems that the mission members were
also allowed the take some quantity of opium at their own
instance; but they were strictly warned to sell articles belonging to the ruling family first. If any member of the mission
tried to sell his own article neglecting the goods belonging
to the ruling family, he was to be fined by the leader of the
mission on the spot.29 It is clear, if the leader himself was
involved in such activities, the Nepal government would fine
him on his return t o Nepal.

The Nepali statesmen utilized the mission members as
spies to know the actual state of things in Tibet and China.
That is why they wzre instructed to send details of news they
got from different eources. The information supplied by the
mission were transmitted by the Rana Prime Ministers to the
British Resident just to win favour of the British.=*
28. lbid.

29. lbid.
30. That is the reason why the Chinese officials closely examined the mission members while entering and leaving the
Tibetan territory to prevent any Englishmen travelling in
disguise. Eor details see Foreign Political A, August 1867,
Nos. 53-54, and October 1867. No. 127, INA.
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As soon as the Nepali mission crossed the Nepal horder,
tbey were received by the Tibetan officials. Sometimes the
local Chinese officials were also present to receive the mission.
At Lbasa they met the Ambens, Dalai Lama and four Kajh
(Cabinet) and surrendered the presents meant for them.
Generally a feast was arranged by the Ambans in the honour
of the mission.31 After the mission entered the Chinese
territory, one Chinese official of higher rank(with his followers)
escorted them to Peking. At the Chinese capital they got the
audience of the Chinese Emperor, surrendered the presents
they brought and received awards form him. A golden perewane, meant for the Nepali king, was handed over to the
mission, and the members of the mission were also duly rewarded. A great feast was arranged in their honour and they were
allowed to meet the visitors from other countries The mission
members were also entertained irl many ways. Sometimes they
enjoyed the Chinese plays and dance, and at other times they
were entertained by fire works (Atoshbaj i ) and similar other
activities such as swimming and wrestli~g.3~
Referring to the
treatment of the Nepali mission by the Chinese authorities,
Cavenagh writes :

...the

mission experiences favorable treatment. An officer
of Rank with an Escort is appointed to accompany it,
and 11s is responsible for the members being supplied, at
the expense of his own government, with everything which
may conduce, to their comfort. To such an extent is this
complaisance carried, that even the gratification of their
31. Amban's letter, Tau Kwang 3rd year 7th month 16th day
(August 1823), ME'A, Poka No, Pa. 64.

32. Description of the activities of the 1842 mission at Peking
recorded possibly by a mission member (undated), MFA,
Unnumbered Poka.
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sensual desires is not forgotten. and arrangements made
a~cordingly.~~
The view point of the British wrrter, however, seems to
be exaggerated. Leave the question of fulfilling their sensual
desire, the mission members were troubled by tbe thieves and
robbers several times on their way. Many times they lost their
property in the hands of those thieves and robbers. I n the 1847
mission some of the presents given by the Chinese Emperor to
the Nepali king were also lost? The contemporary documents
also hinted that the mission members, sometimes, had to suffer
due to the lack of adequate food and water on way. This clearly
explains the negligible attitude of the Chinese authorities
towards the mission.
On their way back to Nepal the mission members freely
gambled at Lhasa for some days. One document indicates that
the newar merchants at Lhasa were compelled to gamble with
the mission members. Even gunmen were sent to bring the
Newar merchants by force at the Vakil office for gambling.35
Arriving at Nuwakot (north-west of Kathmandu), the mission
members were to undergo some Hindu rituals in the way of
prayaschitta to recover their original castes which they suppo.
sed to have lost during their journey. Cavenagh writes:

To a Hindu Nation, a constrained Mission to an infidal
country where little regard is paid to their prejudices,
must, it is evident, be considered in the light of a national

33. Cavenagh, f. n. 3, p. 64.
34. Nepali King to the Chinese Emperor, 1905 B. S. Falgun
Sudi 13 Roj 4 (7 March 1849), MFA, Poka No. Pa. 64.
35. Commander-in-Chief to Jit Bahadur, 1967 B. S. Baisak
31 Gate Roj 6 (13 May 1910), MFA. Poka No, 80.
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disgrace, indeed, all the Members are deemed so complei
tely to have lost caste during their journey, that on their
return they are obliged to halt for 3 days at Nyakot, 18
miles from the capital, in order to perform certain religious ceremonies as a purifications, and even then it is
thought necessary, to prevent their being reproached with
having forfeited their religious rights, that the Rajah
should present them with water out of his own lota, as an
acknowledgement of their having been re-admitted into
the pale of the C h ~ r c h . ~ e
When the mission arrived at Balaju (about two miles
north of the royal palace), it was accorded a warm welcome.
The mission members were escorted by the high-level Nepali
officials along with the musical bands and dancing groups to
the royal palace, where the parawane sent by the Chinese
Emperor was duly presented to the Nepali King. King Prithvi
Bir Bikram, in his letter to the Chinese Emperor, Kuang-hsu,
described this moment in these words:
As soon as the information of the expected arrival of
the parawens graciously vouchsafed by His Celestial Majesty
the Emperor of China was received, Sardars and Gentries of
the palace accompanied by soldiers, elephants, horses, dancing
parties and tamashas (shows) went out far from h e ~ eto offer
welcome and having respectfully saluted the,Imperial Parawene
and brought it up in possession to the Kantipur palace with
incense and lighted typers scattering vermilion and firing feudo-joi and placing it on a throne with bended knees and reverential main we saw it opend.37

36. Cavenagh, f. n. 3, 69.

37. Nepali king to Chinese Emperor, 1958 B. S. Jestha Sudi
15 Sunday (2 June 1901), MFA, Unnumbered Poka.
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About the purification Coremouy and recaption of the
mission at Balaju, Oldfield writes :On their arrival at Nayakot all the members of the mission received back their castes by a written order from
the Guru; they had to pay certain fees to perform certain
ceremonies for a prescribed number of days. They
brought back with them about one hundred China Pumi
ponies. They halted a day or two at Balaji till they had an
audience of the Minister, on which occasion the Lieutenant and his companions were all dressed in silk robes
and sable caps given them at Peking by the Celestial
Emperor. They brought back a letter from the Emperor
of China to the King of Nepal, which was presented
to the King i n full Durbar, with a salute of twenty-one
guns

-

38. H. Ambrose Oldfield, Sketches from Nepal, Val. 1,
Delhi : Cosmo Publication (Reprint), 1974, pp. 422- 12.

CHAPTER V

B~itishAnd Chinese Attitude
Towards The Missions
As Nepal was sandwitched between the two powerful
neigl-rboursviz British-India and China (having control over
Tibet) one of the serious problems she faced after her unification was to make a balance between those two powerful neighbours. Within half a century after u.lificiation, Nepal had wars
both with China and the Eritish. In 1791-92 she fought with
the Chinese and in 1814-16 the British declared war against
her. On both occasions Nepal was defeated and was forced to
accept the humiliating terms dictated by the victors. However
Nepal tried her best to use both her neighbours againct one
another at least during the war periods, possibly with the
conviction that i t was the only means to protect the identity
of Neapl as an independent state. But she did not succeed in
either occasion. In 1792 the company's government refused to
help Nepal against China and sent a mission under capkin
Kirkpatrick, who arrived in Nepal only after the cession of
hostilities with China and who engaged himself in collecting
valuable information about Nepal instead of w o r k i ~ gas a
mediator in Nepal-China affairs. Similary, in 1814-16 when
Nepal was involved in a war with the British, the Nepali King
requested the Chinese Emperor to help him against the
Firangis (British) in accordance with the "agreement of 1792",
bp which China was bound to help Nepal if t1:e latter was
attacked by a foreign power. But the Chinese Residents at
9
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Lhasa (Ambans) not only rejected Nepal's request but also
refused to submit the Nepali king's letter to the Chinese
Emperor.' Not only that, a higher Chinese official, who came
to investigate the "real facts", wholly blamed Nepal for her war
against the British. China was not prepared to have confrontation with the British in Nepal's favour, nor were the British
ready to antagonize China by taking the side of Nepal. Neither
China nor the British wanted to interfere in Nepal's affairs in
a way to affect one anothers's interest in that Himalayan
kingdom. One of the rcasops the British forwarded in not
incorporating Nepal in to the British dominion after defeating
her in 1816 wrs the "fear of China", W I th whom Nepal had
traditional relations.* Similarly during the Anglo-Nepal war
the Cifinese Emperor instructed his Ambsns in these words;-2

As a matter of fact they can join the Feringhi rule if
they like, so long as they send us tribute and as long
as the Feringhi d o not cross the Tangut (Tibetan)
front ier.3

Nepal's defeat in the hands of the Chinese in 1792 and
her obligation to send quinquennial missions to China was "an
unwelcome political development" for the British. The East
India Company suspected the Sino-Nepali reproachement
harmful not only to the British commercial relations with
Nepal but also to her interests in China and Tibet. Enquiries
1.

Ambans t o Nepali Kine, Chyacbhin 21st year 3rd month
5th day (April 1816), produced in Yogi Narahari Nath,
/tihas Prakash M a Sandhi Patre Sengrah8,Kathmandu:
Dang Spiritual Conference, 2022 R. S., pp. 9 1-92.

2.

Ramakan t, In&- Nepalese Relations, Delhi : S. Chand
and Co., 1968. p. 36.

3.

E. H. Parker, "Nepaul and Tibet," Asiatic Quarterly,
Vol. VII ( 1 899), p. 72.
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were made secretly through Abdul Kadir in 1795 and Captain
Knox in 1882 on the possible impact of Sino-Nepali relations
on British interests in the Himalayan Kingdom, and the British were satisfied that the Sino-Nepali ties through the Nepali
mission did, in no way, endanger their interests in Nepal,
Tibet, and China also. It was also reported that "the Ambans
attempt to infll~enceNepal's internal politics had been failed
by a strong anti-Chinese element in the Court of Kathmandu."4 In 1801 the Company's government signed a treaty
of friendship with the Nepal government only after Lord
Wellesley (governor-general of Bengal) was satisfied that Nepal
was 6'not in any degree dependent on the Chinese empire," and
that "no connexion subsists" between Nepal and China to a
nature "to limit the Raja of Nepal to contract engagements
with Foreign Powers or to render the proposed alliance .. .a
reasonable subject of complaint or jealousy to the Chinese
government." 6
Irrespective of the view point of Nepal and China, the
Indian government viewed the Nepali missions to Peking as
of more symbolic importance to both Nepal and China; and
so from the British interest point of view they were unobjectionable. A1though it was recognised that "these missions
kept upon artificial importance for the Chinese throne which
its military power could never have gained for it," thc Indian
government had no locus stand/' in the matter. It clzarly stated
that the "governor-general it1 Council has no reason to
apprehend that this periodical interchange of presents with
China will lead to complications."~ Considering the fact that
4.
5.

6.

Foreign Political Consultation, 7 March 1796, No 9.1NA.
Kanchanmoy Mojumdar, Anglo-Nepalese Relations in
t,':e Nineteenth Century, Calcutta: Firma K. L. Mukhopadhaya, 1973, p. 102.
F.)r details see Foreign Secret, September 1876, Nos.
129-33, lNA.
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Nepal received valuable gifts from China by sending presents
of ''trifling value," the Indian government expressed its
reaction on these quinquennial mission in these words:We have no reason to question the loyalty of Sir Jang
Bahadur, but rather the contrary, and it appears ...in
the highest degree improbable that this periodical
interchange of presents will lead to a reproachement
with China in a sense hostile to us. The fact is that Sir
Jang Bahadur's cupidity is the motive spring. He sends
Yak's tails and gets back gifts, pictai vestis et euri.
He gives a front and catches a salmon. Any attempt on
our part to interfere would be unwise.7
The Indian government thus concluded:-

The government of Nepal is not, infact, in the position
of the feudatories of the Indian Empire. It enjoys an
independent national life, and possesses the power of
making war, entering into treaties and sending embassies without let or hindrance from the British govern8
ment..

...

Thus the Indian government was less disturbed by
Nepal's quinquennial missions to China, as it believed that
the mission was only an old custom and that it bad very
practical aims of obtaining free access to China and bringing
back tax free goods from there. But in due course of time,
some sort of misunderstanding developed between the governments of Nepal and British-India on the question of these
periodical missions. Such a situation arose mainly because of
three factors:- (a) anti-British nature of these missions (b)
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sub missive words in lettcrs by the Nepali King to the
Chinese Emporor, and (c) rumours of Chinese missions to
Nepal.

Nepal's quinquennial missions visited Peking and returned home without any hindrance for the first few years, but
after her defeat in the hands of the British in 1814-16, Nepal
tried to make use of these missions against the British. Partly
with hope to get the Chinese favour against the British and partly
with the motive of getting some concession from the British
by initiating anti-British activities, Nepal began asking help
from the chinest Emperor to fight the British, through her
mission. Specially the missions of 1837 and 1842, when the
anti-British camp was strong inside the Nepal Dorbar, were
highly anti-British in their nature and character. To summarize the concerned part of the letter sent by King Rajendra to
the Chinese Emperor through Jagat Bom Pandey, leader of
the 1842 mission:-

Our nation has been protected by the great Emperor
of China since 1792, hut now the British are trying
to convince us through several means to sever connections with China and to accept them as our
suzerain. As a subordinate state, we request you to
help us by sending your arrcy to fight the British.
The Chinese army can reach Calcutta within 20 or
25 days if it moved through the eastern way i. e.
Sikkim, and it takes about 35 or 40 days to reach
Dell~i if the imperial army marched through the
wcstern side i. e. Taklakhar. Be it not possible to send
army so far, give us some 70 or 80 million rupees so
that wecan expel the British Resident from our
country and make and attack on India. If the Chinese
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Emperor did not help us in either way, it became very
difficult for us to protect our country.9
These Nepali missions made the British statesmen in
India alert and they began to make plans to fix their future
relations with Nepal and China. But they did not react sharply
against Nepal's anti-British policies, possibly waiting for the
Chinese response to Nepal's call. The problem was soon
over, firstly because China did not respond to Nepal's request
positively and secondly because the anti-British camp inside
the Nepali Court disappeared very soon. With the rise of
Jang Bahadur in 1846 the situation completely changed.

Next problem arose during the last quarter of the nineteenth century when the British Minister at Peking took
alarm over the wording of the Nepali Klng's letter sent
through the mission, where the ruler of Nepal was represented
as the "devoted and submissive vassal of the Emperor of
China". Although a shadowy claim of suzerainty should not
be interpreted as constituting a real state of vassalage, the
British Minister emphasized that "the uncertainty at present
attaching to the political condition of China appears to mc
to render it of importance that the relations between Nepal
and China should be clearly defined,"lo
Lord Salisbury, the Secretary of State for India, appreciated the British Minister's view and felt it necessary to
clarify the British version of the Nepali mission to the
9.

10.

A r j i to the Chinese Emperor dated 1899 B. S. Ashad 2
Gate Roj 6 (17 June 1842), MFA, Unnumbered Poka, See

Appendix C.
Asad Husain, British India's Reletions with the Kingdom of Nepal, London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd.
1970, p, 217.
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Peking Court. The Indian documentary evidences show that
the Nepali Prime Ministers had assured the Indian govern.
meat so many times that the mission was merely a traditional
form and that the servile abasement and humble obedience
expressed by the Nepali King's letter to the Chinese Emperor
was only the immemorial diplomatic formula required when
one addressed the Emperor of China. Accordingly the British
Minister at Peking was instructed to make the position of the
British government clear to the Peking Court. On instruction,
the British Minister told the Chinese government that

... ...

the submissive expression in ,the letters from
Nepal . . . are not regarded by Her Majesty's government as an acknowledgement of Vassalage, or indeed
anything more than a purely formal aud complimentary
style of address.11

.

The Chinese ministers discussed the issue among themselves, but no decision was taken. Possibly the Chinese
authorities -saw no benefit by involving in such an issue and
that is why the question was allowed to be dropped.

At about the same time, one more issue on Sino-Nepali
relations placed the British statesmen ia a difficult situation,
the issue being the rumour of a Chinese mission to Nepal. In
1889 the British Resident at Kathmandu informed the Indian
government that a Chinese mission was coming Nepal.12 Few
months after, the Senior Dowager Queen of Nepal, who bad
been exiled by Prime Minister Bir Shamsher, irritated the
Indian government by informing a rumour that Bir had
concluded a secret treaty with China 6'favourable to his own
11.
12.

/bid.
.

For details see Foreign Secret E, August 1889, NO%
27-28, INA.

.
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personal interests, but prejudicial to the British alliancc."13
~h:u:h the new governor-general, Lord Landsdowne, considered the issue as a more exaggeration of facts and allowed
to drop the matter expressing a word of thanks to the Senior
Dowager Queen, the Indian government discussed the isrue
in detail. Almost all the high officials viewed the issue as of
serious nature that could adversly affect British interests in
Nepal and Tibet also. They argued that' the inter-exchange
of missions between Nepal and China would decrease, sooner
or later, British iofluence in Nepal, but were not prepared t o
intervene in the situation, for it would show that the British
attached importance to the Chinese move. The issue, however,
did not take a serious turn, as the much rumoured mission was
nothing but simply a Chinese delegation which came to Nepal
to decorate the Nepali Prime Minister with the Chinese title.
The rumour of a Sino-Nepali treaty prejudicial to the British
interest also proved t o be wholly untrue.
In the final analysis it can be said that the British
attitude fowards Nepal's quinquennial mission was mainly
based on the policy of oon-interference on Sino-Nepali relations, until the British interests were threatened or endangered.
The British statesmen in India did not reprimand Nepal for
her missions of 1837 and 1842, a s the Chinese Court did not
respond t o Nepal's call. The issues connected with tbe
submissive words in Nepal's fetters to China and the rumour
of Chinese mission to Nepal were also allowed to be dropped
silently, as they posed no threat to the British interests either
in Nepal or Tibet. After the rise of the Ranas in Nepal these
quinquennial missions served, for the British, as useful means
- -

13.

Senior Dowager Maharani to Lord Landsdowne, 23
Oztober 1889, produced in William Digby, 1857 A Friend
in Need 7887 Friendship Forgotten, London : Indian
Political Agency, 1890, pp. 1 14-1 5.
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of obtaining information about inner regions of Tibet and
China. Specially in the beginning of the present century, the
information, supplied by Nepal, o n the inner Tibetan politics
was of immense value t o the British in wiping out Russian
influence in Tibet. That is why, as the British Resident reported, the Nepali mssions were suspected of indulgence in
espionage for the British and mission members were closely
examined while entering and leaving the Tibetan territory
t o prevent any Englishmen travelling in disguise.
Turning now t o Chinese attitude towards these qui~quennial missions, it has already been mentioned that the system
has been imposed by China on Nepal mainly to retain the
ancient Chinese maxim that "the Chinese rulers exercised power
over all psoples of the world through the will of the divine over10rd",14 That is why the Peking Court wanted the missions to
be led by higher Nepali officials viz Kazi and Sardsr. The
Chinese authorities were also particular about the regularity of
the mission, and no major alteration in the list of presents to
the Emperor was allowed. Reportedly in 1852 the Chinese Emperor refused to accept presents brought b y the Nepali mission
on the ground that the Nepali Prime Minister himself went
t o London t o pay respect t o the British Queen but sent only
his officials t o pay respect to the Chinese Ernperor.15 But the
fact that the suzerainty claimed by China over Nepal was
purely nominal has been evidenced by several factors. First,
China did not help Nepal when the latter was involved in a
war with the British, rather alloned her to join the British,
provided that she (Nepal) should send "tributary" missions as
14.

La.I. Duman, "Ancient Chinese Foreign Policy

the

Origins of the Tribute System", in China and Her Neighbours, Mascow: Progress Publishers, 198 1 , p. 27.
15.

Ramsay to Governmet~t of India, 6 May 1854, roreign
Secret Cgnsultation, 26 May 1854, No. 50. INA.
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usual. Second, Nepal declared war against Tibet contrary to
the wishes of the Chinese, and it was only after the strong
opposition of the Chinese Court that China was mentioned as
the superior power in the Nepal-Tibet treaty of 1856. Third,
whenever Nepal hesitated to send mission to Peking, the Chinese authorities allowed her t o send the mission up to the Tibetan border. Lastly, when Nepal did not send her mission in
fixed period, the Chinese government allowed to do so by
issuing a formal notice giving one or another reason for
doing so.
For the first sixty years i. e. 1792 to 1852 Nepal regularly
sent her missions, and altogether thirteen missions were despatched durir;; this period. Considering them as purely politicnl
missions, tl-i:: Chinese authorities provided every pcssible facilities t o the members. At Peking they were entertained in several
ways, and were awarded huge gifts. As reported by tbe British
Minister at Pekiog:
The envoy (leader of the m i s ~ i o n )and principal members of his staff were all dressed when leaving in
Chinese official custume and wore the decorations
which had been conferred upon them by the Emperor.
A Chinese Guard of Honour was at the station. . .I6

.

The situation, however, was different after 1852 due to
two reasons viz. comrnnrcial activities of the mission and the
espionage werks by the mission members.

The commercial activities began with the 1852 mission
when Prime Minister Jang Bahadur allowed the members to
16.

Jordorl to Minto, 14 September 1908, Foreign Secret E,
January 1909, Nos. 41 1-13, INA.
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carry a lot of commodities for trading purposes and also the
opium of nearly three lakh rupees under the diplomatic privil.
eges.17 This aroused suspicion among the Chinese authorities,
who did not like to entry of opium in their country despite its
legal ban. The Chinese authorities, however, did not react
immediately but in 1866 when Nepal sent another mission it
was greatly humiliated. The Chinese authorities at Ta-t sian-lu
(near the China-Tibet border) told Jagat Sher, the leader of
the mission, to hand over the presents meant for the Emperor
t o them and return t o Nepal. The mission waited for nearly
two years for permission to proceed t o Peking, but no such
permission was given. Finally, the mission had to return from
Chen-tu t few miles incide the Chinese border) where it sold
the opium it had.18
Another Nepali mission, sent in 1877, was also treated
in a similar way. As soon as the Chinese authorities at Peking
knzw the despatch of a mission by Ranaudip, the new Prime
Minister of Nepal, they sent an urgent instruction to the
4 mbans that "owing to the interruption of communications
along the post roads caused by the unusual severe famine in
the provinces of Shansi and Shensi" the Nepali mission should
be asked to surrender the' gifts and presents to them (Ambans)
t o be forwarded to Peking and to return from there to their
country. I ut beforc this instruction reached Lhasa, the Tjepali
mission had a!ready left Lhasa for Peking. The Anibans, however, brought the instruction to the notice of the Nepali Prime
Minister. When Ranaudip knew of it he (in the name of the
king) sent letters to the Ambans requesting them to allow the
Nepali mission to visit Peking. The Prime Minister argued
-

17.

-

Ramsay to Government of India, 6 M:,y 1854, Foreign
Secret Consultation, 26 May 1854, No. 50, INA.

18. For details see Foreign Political A, March 1868, No. 208,
INA.

.
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that it would be a great humiliation to Nepal if her mission
would be compelled to return form mid way.18
The mission was stopped by the Chinese authorities at
Te-tsian-lu, who asked the mission members to surrender the
presents and return from there. The leader of the mission, Tej
Bahadur Rana, refused to obey the Chinese order and told
that he would not return untilUmy government orders to do so."
It seems that there was exchange of correspondence between tbe
Peking authorities and the Ta-tsian-lu officials for several
months, and finally the mission was allowed to visit Peking.20
Although the mission reached Peking, it felt much humiliated,
as "its members were lodged in the dirty building assigned to
the missions of tributary i~ations"and the leader of the mission
received audience in the Chinese Court as ''Vassals."2~
All these measures, however, could not check the smuggling activities of the Nepali missions. Thtt is why by the turn
of the present century the Cbinese government made strict
rules imposing restrictions on the sale of prohibited goods like
opium. This Chinese move proved to be more effective, as the
leader of the last Nepali mission, Bhairab Bahadur, told the
British Minister at Peking that the missions suffered a monetary loss by the new Chinese law and that the future Nepali
missions would be of doubtful utility. Bhairab Bahadur also
noted that the only advantage the missicn got was an

19. Sbree Panch to Ambans, 1934 B. S. Chaitra Sudi 12 Roj
1 (14 April 1878), MFA, Poka No. 30.
20. Peking Gazette, 24 March 1879, Foreign Secret, June
1879, No. 23, INA.

21. British Minister at Peking to Ripon, 1 November 1880,
Foreign Political A, January 1881, No. 84, /bid
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opportunity of acquiring first band knowledge about China.22
As the leader of the mission made a forecast, the system of
sending quinquennial mission was soon ended by Nepal
mainly because of the new Chinese law restricting the sale of
opium in China.

The mission members were also suspected by the Chinese authorities of having involved in the espionage activities
in favour of the i3ritish. False rumours were also circulated
that some Englishmen were also included in the mission in
disguise. 'That is why the mission members were closely
examined while entering and leaving the Tibetan territory to
prevent any Englishmen travelling in disguise. At Peking also
the mission members were kept aloof from the foreigners
specially the British. In 1880 the British Minister at Peking
reported that the arrival and departure of the Nepali mission
was kept absolutely secret and the members were not allowed
to meet the foreigners. It was only after much persuasion that
the British Minister could talk with the leader of the mission
for a short period.'3 Similarly, in 1908 it was reported that
the mission mgmbers were "lodged in the extreme north of the
city. . . guarded by an escort of Chinese troops which keep a
careful watch on all comings and goingseW24
The British Minister at Pcking believed that ''Cl~inese selected lllls locality
with a view to removing the envoy from foreign ii1flueoce."~6
22.

J ~ r d o nto Minto, 5 June 1908, Foreign Secret E, October
1908, Nos. 696-71 7, /bid.

23.

T. F. Wade to Indian Viceroy, 16 January 1880, Foreign
Political A, April 1880, No. 98, /bid., See Appendix D.

24.

Jordon to Minto, 29 April 1908, Foreign Secret E, October 1908, Nos. 696-717, INA,

25.

Same to Same, 5 June 1908, Foreign Secret E, October
1908 Nos. 696-Tl7, lbid.
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This type of Chinese attitude, together with the strict law
(~rohibitingthe sale of opium), was largely responsible for
the discontinuat ion of quinquennial mission by Nepal after
1906.
It would not be out of place here to write a few words
about the Tibetan attitude towards these Nepali missions. As
a matter of fact, Tibet was not SO much connected with these
missions, as it was a direct link between Nepal and China. The
Tibetan involvement was limited only in some presents brcught by the mission to the Dalai Lama and four Kejis, and
arranging a feast by the Tibetan authorities in the honour of
the mission. But in actual practice, the Tibetan authorities
did not like this direct contact between Nepal and China, as
they believed that the close ties between these two countries
would downgrade the independent status of Tibet. They alse
were of O ~ I I A ~ &Lhat
L ~ if they could create problems in SinoNepali relations, it would be an opportunity for them to assert
the independent status of Tibet. That is why there were many
reports of the manhandliog of Nepali missions by the Tibetanr
inside their territory. It seems that these Tibetans (mostly
khampas) were indirectly encouraged by the Tibe tan authorities in their anti-mission activities. Although the Tibetans
succeeded in looting the property of the mission members
several times, the Tibetan government did not succeed in its
plan. Whenever such incident took place. Nepal and China
were united to take action against the concerned Tibetans,
and as a result the Tibetan government was more humiliated
both by Nepal and China.

CHAPTER VI

Final Observations
I n the previous chapters we have surveyed the different
aspects of the quinquennial missions sent by Nepal to China
between the period 1792 and 1906. Particularly we made references to the origin of the system, its short history, composition
nnd list of presents, the journey complications, and finally the
British and the Chinese attitude towards the mission. In this
final chapter, we raise some fundamental questions relating to
the mission system and try to find answer of them.
Writers and historians have categorised Nepal a s a state
under the suzerainty of China. They have based their argument
on three grounds viz. the Sino-Nepali agreement of 1792;
decoration of Nepali Kings and Prime Ministers with the
Chinese titles: and the system of quinquennial mission.
It has been argued that China had established her suzelainty over Wepal through the agreement of 1792 by which China
besame the protector of Nepal by promising to help her against
foreign attacks and the arbitrator in all disputes between Nepal
and Tibet, in addition to an obligation on the part of Nepal to
send a mission in every five yeare to China. This argument,
however, is far from true. As a matter of fact the agreement of
1792 was not in written form and all the issues were settled
either verbally or through letters, and so it was not a treaty
in legal sense of term. Later events also proved that neither
China nor Nepal acted accordance with the provisions of the
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China refused to help Nepal in her war with the
~ ~ . : t i s Not
h . only that, Nepal was allowed to join the British
rule provided that she should send "tributary" missions to
China regularly. Similarly, in 1854 Nepal did not submit her
dispute with Tibet to the arbitration of China and declared
war against the land of the Lamas much t o the annoyance of
of the Chinese A TI bans. Thus the agreement of 1792 did not
guide the f u t w e relations between Nepal and China, except
the syste,m of sending quinquennial mission.
Acceptance of Chinese titles by the Nepali Kings and the
Prime Ministers formed an another ground for China to claim
her sezerainty over Nepal. Here we should remember that
only at ace time in 1790 that King Rana Bahadur Shah of
Nepal was decorated with the Chinese title, Ertini Wang.
The later rulers of Nepal were not formally decorated with
this Chinese title, though the Nepali Kings used the term wang
for themselves while addressing the Chinese Emperors, and
the latter also continued to follow the same style in their
letters to the former (Nepali Kings). The case of the Nepali
Prime Minister, however, was different. Specially from the
time of Jang Bahadur, the Nepali Prime Ministers received
the Chinese title, Thong Ling E m m a KO Kang Wang Shang
and every time n Chinese mission or representative visited
Kathmandu to decorate the new Prime Minister of Nepal with
this Chinese title and the robes connected with it. The system
of decorating the Nepali Prime Ministers with Chinese title
continued even after the fall of Manchu dynasty in China
when the 1792 agreement was formally nullified and the system
of quinquennial mission was ended for ever. Here we should
bear in mind that the Rana Prime Ministers were not the De
Jure sovereigns of Nepal, although the supreme poa-er of the
state and the government had been delegated to them by the
rulers of Nepal. Hence it is illogical to treat Nepal as a feudatory state of China merely on the ground that the Nepali
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Prime Ministers were decorated with the Chinese title. As
regards the Chinese title awarded to the Kepali King,it ha4
been already mentioned that Rana Bahadur was the only
Nepali King to get it. On the basis of this solitary evidence,
Nepal cannot be categorised a s a state under tho suzerainty
of China.
Now we come t o the main point of our discussion i. e.
the political status of Nepal vis-a-vis China on the basis of
quinquennial missions sent by the former to the latter.
The system of sending missions to China (u hich the
Chinese called tribute) had started sometime before 3500 years.
The literary and historical sources of the Zhou period (11th
to 3rd centuries B. C.) indicate that the tribal leaders were
sending tribute and making ritual visits as early as the reign
of Cheng Tang (1600-1587 B. C.). It is also said that the prine
ciple of compiling tribute from locally-obtainable goods was
established in the 16th century B. C. Further tbe Chinese
sources stat2 that,Yi Yin (Chief advisor of Cheng Tang), on
Chcng Tang's order, formulated a detailed set of rules relating
t o the tribute t o be offered by the '*four countries of the world''
i. e. tribes of the north, south, east and west. Later on during
the Z,hou period, a doctrine, with the expression "son of heaven" developed, according t o which the earthly ruler (Chinese
Emperor) held heaven's mandate t o govern all under the
heaven. An idea was thus propogated that the Chinese rulers
exercised power over all peoples of the world through the
will of the divine overlord, and this idea through the tributary
mission system continued to flourish in substantially augmented from into the 19th century.'
1. For details set: L. I. Duman, "Ancient Chinese Foreign
Policy and the Origins of the Tribute. System", i n China
end Her Neighbours, Mascow: Progress Publishers 1981,
pp. 17-42.
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By 18 18 more than ten countries were sending tributary
to China. Among them Korea was to send tribute t o
the Chinese Emperor four times a year (presented altogether
at the end of every year), whereas Laos and Burma were to pay
tribute only once in ten years. Some other countries sznt tribute once in two years, once in thlee years, and once in four
years, as the case might be. For some countries of farest
regions, the period was not fixed? It seems that these countries were to send tribute as soon as the Chinese Emperor
ordered them t o d o so. Eveo a great country like England sent
an embassy with presents to China by the end of the 18th
century. While acknowledging the English "tribute", the
Chine:e Emperor replied, "... commending your humble loyalty
to our Celestial Dynasty, we now present you with further gifts
and commar~dyou to display energy and dutiful loyalty so as
to deserve our perpetual favour."3
The tributary missions had a t least two benefits for them,
First, these missions got valuable return gifts from the Chinese
Emperor. The Chinese maxim was that the return gifts should
be more qualitative and more in number than the mission
submitted to the Emperor. Second, trade f o l l o ~ c dimmediately
upon the presentation of triSute to the Emperor a t the capital.
The tribute missions m.ere usually accompanied by merchants
who were freely permitted to trade at Peking. This explains
why some countries sent tributary missions to China even up
to the 19th c e n t ~ r y . ~
2.

3.

4.

John K. Fairbank (ed.), The Chinese World Order,
Cambridge Massachusatts : Harvard University Press,
1970, p. 11.
Kanch:~nmoyMojumdar, Political Relations Between
India and Nepal, New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal
Publisliers Pvt. Ltd., 1973, p. 167.
Fairbank, f. n. 2, p. 75.
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Turning now to the question as to how far Nepal remained a state under the suzerainty of China,let us first explain the
term suzerainty from western view point. Suzerainty from
the western point of view has primarily a political connotation- (a) a suzerain not only claims but exercises exc'usive
political influence on the feudatory, and (b) a suzerain has
the corresponding obligation for the a latter's defence against
external threat?
It is clear that China never exercised her exclusive political influence on Nepal. 111 Tibet, the two C!linese Residents,
Ambans, were appointed to control the state of affairs there.
There was 0 0 such provision of statiming any Chinese
Resident in Yepal. The only thing Nepal should d o was to
contact the Peking Court only through the Ambans s t Lhasa,
which never meant that China exercised her control over
Nepal. Further, Nepal did not obey the Chinese instructions
in her dealings with Tibet. I n 1883 when Nepal was involved
in a serio~zsdispute with Tibet, the Chinese mediators tried to
intervene in the situation in Tibet's favour. But Nepal did not
follow the Chinese directions, and in the long run the Chinese
mediators had t o accept Nepal's demands.6 As to the question
whether China acted as the protector of Nepal against external threats the answer is purely negative as the Chinese
Emperor refused to help Nepal against the British in 1 8 1 4-16.
Coming t o the question as to whether the Nepali quioquennial mission could be termed as tribute missions, we should
5.

6.

Vijay Kumar Manandhar, bbSir~o-NepaleseRelations:
Prom Its Earliest Times to 1955 A. D.", M. A. Thesis
submitted to the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1983,
p. 87.
A detailed study of this crisis has been mzde in Tri Ratna
Manandhar, N e ~ n l - B h o tBibad, Kathmandu : Research
Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies, 2041 B. S,
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quote the coodi tions laid down by the strong Chinese ruler,

~ u b l a Khan,
i
in 1267 for the trihutary missions. The conditions
were:-.
(a) The ruler of the feudatory state should personally
seek audience of the Chinese Emperor,
(b) The rulers of the concerned feudatory states should
send their sons to China as hostages,
(c) A cznsus of population of the concerned state
should be made periodically, to be submitted
before the Chinese Emperor,
(d) The people of the feudatory state were to provide
military corvee,
(e) Fixed taxes were to be regularly paid to the Chin- ese Emperor, and
(f) A Ms:igol governor was appointed to be in-charge
of the concerned state.'

Sf we were to accept the above Chinese version of the
tributary state, Nepal can, in no way, be classified as such.
None of the above mentioned conditions were ever fulfilled by
Nepal in her dealings with the Chinese Emperor. That is why,
while categorising countries like Korea, Annam(Vietnam), Laos,
Siam, Burma and others as Ching tributaries of 1818, Nepal
was excluded from that list.

Tbe Nepali documents referred to the presents meant for
the Chinese Emperor and olhers as Marnuli Saugat which literaly meant ordinary present. The only thing that complies with
the ancient Chinese maxim was that the presents should be the
"produce of the land". On the basis of above mentioned terminology, some writers refused to accept Nepal's quinqeonial

7. Fairbank, f. n. 2, p. 48.
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missions as of tributary nature. Furthermore, no specific tribute, either in case or in kind, was fixed for Nepal, rather !he
presents differed from mission to mission, although no major
deviation was permissible. lf we consider the Nepali missions
as of tributary nature, then why should not we regard Tibet a
tributary state of Nepal, since the former paid Rs. 10000/- a
year to the latter for nearly a century, as imposed by the treaty

of 1856.8
One more significant thing to be noted here is that the
Nepali statesmen did not follow the timetable of the quinquennial mission strictly. Although she sent missions to China
regularly for the first sixty years, some of them went only up
to the Nepal-Tibet border to submit presents there. After 1852
Nepal discontinued the system several times, but all the time the
reason for such discontinuance was clarified not by Nepal but
by China. After 1906 Nepal ended the system unil lterally.
The above mentioned facts strongly suggest that the
Nepali missions, sent in every five years, cannot be termed
as tributary missions. Neither China could assert her
political tnfluence in Nepal, nor did the former accept the latter
as her suzerain However, it would not be justified to call these
~nissionsas embassies sent by an independent ccuntry to an
anotber independent state. We should mention some points
which signified the subordinate status of these Nepali missions,
and which clarified Nepal's dependence on China at least from
theoretical view point.

8. The 1856 Treaty gave Nepal the right to post her Vakil at
Lhasa, who was authorized to decide the case involving
the Tibetans and Nepali subjects at Lhasa. For the detailed study of the position of Nepali Vakil at Lhasa see Tri
Ratna Manandha1 Some Aspects of RanaRule in Nepal,
Kathmandu: Puma Devi Maoandhar, 1983, pp. 1-3 1.
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First, the words and phrases used in the letter sent by
the Nepali King to the Chinese Emperor through the Nepali
mission clearly indicate the subordinate status of Nepal. It
seems that usually the Chinese Ambuns at Lhasa drafted the
letter and Nepal was to follow the Amban's dictation. Whenever Nepal wrote such letters on her own instance, the Ambans
modified them using the extravagent honorific forms considered appropriate by the Peking Court. To quote a line from sucb
ta letter:Regard your humble servant as a slave, and extend
bounty and leniency to him as such, that he may for
your ever be the humble recipient of the heavenly
bounty for which be will be infinitely grateful?
T h e Chinese Emperor also replied the Nepali King in
a similar t dshion. kiis lctter contained only instructions, and

not any gesture of friendship. To quote the concluding lines
of such a letter :Continue to follow as before the advice of the Ambans
at Lhasa, bearing in mind our kindness. Keep those
under you well in hand. Make yourself comfortable
and happy. Cherish our kindness towards you. Don't
find or be lazy in your duty. These are my iostructions. ' 0
When the Nepali mission was back to Kathmandu, it
was accorded a warm welcome, quite contrary to the practice
9.
10.

Translation of the letter in Foreign Secret E, March 1888,
Nos. 19-24, INA.
Chinese Emperor to Nepali King, Kwang Sui 34th year
11th month 4th day (December 1908),MFA, Unnumbered
Poka, See Appendix H.
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of an independent state. On one occasion in 1833 King Rajen.
dra accompanied by his Crown Prince, all his chiefs, and 300
regular troops went a few miles far to receive the mission
members. The British Resident describes the scene in these
words :The envoy ( head of the mission ) had the imperial
epistle suspended round his neck in a large cylinder
covered with brocade, when Maharaja reached the
spot where he stood. His Highness descended from
his elephant and made three profound Salams to the
Emperor's letter. I 1

..

Chandra Shamsher defended the submissive wording of
letters sent by the Nepali Kings to the Chinese Emperor and
vice versa by saying that they carried "the truely oriental
style of exuberant but meaningless politeness and follows a
stereotyped rule. " ' 2 But the above mentioned deliberations
definitely represented Nepal as a subordinate state, though
the Nepali missions could not be termed as purely tribute
missions.

In the final analysis it can be said that Nepal's quinquennial mission was a careful compromise bctween China and
Nepal. It was a compromise between the Chinese Emperor,
who, at least in theory, wanted to preserve the ancient doctrine
of "son of heaven" and the Nepali statesmen who wanted to
11.

Resident in Nepal to Political Secretary, 9 November
1833, Foreign Political Consultation, 21 November 1833,
No. 36, INA.

12.

Chandra Shamsher to Manner Smith, 19 April
1906, Foreign Secret E, June 1906, Nos. 241-45, /bid,
See Appendix G.
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be benefited in more than one way by paying due respect to
the Chinese Emperor. The Chinese were satisfied that Nepal
sent her periodical missions (although with some gaps) with
46the produce of the land9'as presents and the arji in submissive
language to the satisfaction of the Chinese Court. The Nepali
statesmen were also equally happy as they were financially
benefited in many ways. The Nepali K ~ n ggot valuable return
gifts by sending presents of trifling value. The Nepali statesmen (particularly the Ranas) were benefited by the sale of
opium and other smuggling activities of the mission members,
and the members of the mission also got valuable presents
from the Chinese Emperor.13 In addition to that, by joiniog
hands with China, Nepal could dominate Tibet in many aspects. But by the turn of the present century the basic ground
of compromise existed in the form of quinquennial mission
was greatly threatened, when China tried to establish her
suzerainty over Nepal in a more formal way14 and in addition
13.

Chandra Sharusher told the British Resident that the
Kaji, who led the Nepali mission to Peking, got one lakh
rupees and others members also got similar monetary
benefits. See conversation between Chandra Shamsher
and British Resident in Nepal, 2 April 1910, MFA,
Unnumbered Poka. The Nepali Prime Minister also told
the British Resident that "there was great competition
(among Nepali officials) to be a member of it (mission)",
as the mission members were loaded with valuable
presents and also could earn some moriey by selling
Nepali goods at their own instance. See Resident in
Nepal to Secretary, Government of India, 28 June 1902,
Foreign Secret E, September 1902, Nos. 127-33, INA.,
See Appendix F.

14.

When China formally claimed her suzerainty over
Nepal, the only way for Nepal t o frustrate the Chinese
attempt was to terminate the mission systems. In a
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attempted to frustrate the sm~lgglingactivities of the Nepali
missions. Both these Chinese attempts were in t ulerable to
Nepal, as she was not prepered to serve the master who wanted
to curb her financial benefits. As a result, the mission system,
which was quite effective for more than a century, ended like
a house of cards.

c
-

memorandum submitted to the lndian government, the
British Resident in Nepal wrote:-

.'China claims to suzerainty over Nepal has been definitely rejected by the Durbar who could hove emphasized the rejection by refusing to send the usual mission."
See Foreign Secret E, October 1911, Nos. 270-72,
INA.
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Appendix D
From Sir T. F. Wade, Her Majesty's Minister at Peking.
T o H. E. Viceroy and Governor General of India.
Dated 16 January 1880.

... A mission

from Nipal, of the approach of which
have been hearing for months, arrived here some 3 or 4
weeks t g o . Its members were lodged in the dirty building
assigned to the missions of tributary nations, at no great distance from this legation

...

The Chinese in charge of the mission made some
slight attempt to prevent (my) intercourse with it. I applied
t o the Tsungli Yamen, and after a little longer delay, succeeded in getting into communication with the Nipalese.

The Chief (of the mission) did not like to say that its
object was commercial, as I take it is reality t o be. Like most
missions from all countries t o China this one has brought
various articles of home manufacture, some of course to be
presented tribute, bnt the rest for sale.

*Source;- Foreign Political A, April 1880, No. 98, INA.

Appendix 8.
Translation of a Kharita from His Highness the Maharaja Dhiraj to H. M. the Emperor of China--

As soon as the information of the expected arrival of
the Parawana graciously vouch safed by His Celestial Majesty
the Emperor of Chil~awas received, Sirdars and gentries of
the palace accompained by soldiers, elephants, horses, dancing
parties and tamashas (shows) went out far from here to offer
welcome, and having respectfully saluted the Imperial Parawana and brought it up i n procession to the Kantipur palace
with incnese and lighted tapers, scattering vermilion and
firing few-do-j(-i and placing it on a throne with bended
knees and reverential mien, we saw it opened. With wrapt
attention I listened to the contents of the said Parawana addressed to me on the day of the month of the 22nd year of
Shri kwengsui. Your Majesty has been pleased to state "1 am
very glad to see that since you were granted the throne of
your father you have acted in accordance with the advice of
the Ambas at Lhassa with a sincere and true heart, living
under our protection. Kaji Indra Bikram Kana deputed by
you was here to pay his respects to me. The petition and
presents sent by you arrived here and were laid before me.
Appreciating your sincere devotion 1 granted audience to the
said Kaji Indra Bikram Rana and his party and I have sent by
his hands for being taken on his return to you one golden
Parawana, 24 pieces of Kochin known as Tachiang lastung,
4 pieces of Tangtwang Kochin, 4 pieces of blue Mantwang
Kochin, 4 pieces of Yanfaichin Kochin, 4 pieces of Chintwang
Kochin of Bakkha class, 4 pieces of Tangrung, 8 pieces of
Tangrung sheets or Carpets, 2 silver tea pots, 2 silver dishes,
2 "phalachhis", 2 "polis" of '*usay" colour, 4 cups of
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...

uchhai colour. Rui studded with "Sangisan", 2 articles of
sangisan, 1 Rosary of Sootoo beads, 2 Tyaocbhi fur, 2 Maloufur, 2 yellow dishes, 2 hunnochhis, 2 pairs of large purse 4 pairs
of small purse and 8 packets of tea which please take delivery
of on arrival. Continue to follow as before the advice of tho
Ambas of Lhassa bearing in mind our kindness. Keep those
under you well in hand. Make yourself comfortable and happy.
Cherish our kindness towards you. Don't fail or be lazy in your
duty." Hearing these advice and !nstructions so graciously
vouchsafed and also hearing in detail that kaji and his party having arrlved at Peking and presented the customary quinquennial
presents to Your Imperial Majesty and that they, after having
had many opportunities to pay thir profound respects to your
Majesty and having received gifts and k hillats had retuned
bidding farewall to your Majesty and regarding all these as
marks of Your Majesty's high favour, myself, my Prime Minister, Kazis, Bharadars, gentries and all others of my people
have been delighted. Your imperial gifts have all arrived and I
have respectfully accepted them with pleasure. M y ancestors
had lebpected and enjoyed the protection of Your Majesty and
I for my part have also been truely and sincerely respecting
your ...according to the direction of the Ambas at Lhassa. Formerly too the Ambas were the mediums for the representations
of our grievances or troubles and now too with the hope that
our troubles, brought to Your Majesty's notice by the said
A m h s , would come to an end, it is my desire to remain faithful for ages to come and secure Your Majesty's goodwill
by our services. I pray that Your Majesty will be graciously
pleased, taking me as a ward or child, to overlook the faults of
Commission or omission in this petition of me who living in a
far off country serves Your Majesty and is ignorant of manners
and customs.
Dated the 15th Jestha Sudi Sunday Sambat 1958.
*Source :- MFA, Unnumbered Poka.

.

Appendix F*
Nepal Dated 28th June 1902 (Confidential)
From Lt. Col. C. W. Ravenshaw, Resident in Nepal.

To the Secretary to the Government of India, Foreign D ~ p t .
1 asked him (Chandra) the other day what object was
gained by the quasi-dependence of Nepal on China marked by
the quinquennial missions to Peking, he replied Nepal was not
particulary anxious to keep it up and did not undzrstand why
China \reas.... Financially it \+.as a gain to Nepal, as the mission
directly (?) crossed the frontier was paid and kept by the
Chinese government, the Kazi or head official receiving Rs.
6001- per mensen, and all the the members returning with
their pockets well lime (?) and substantial presents in excess
value to those sent being received by Nepal State. The mission cost Nepal about Rs. 15000/- while it cost China over
6 lakhs. I referred the maltreatment of the mission by Tibet
and Chinese officials. he said that certainly had occurred once
but usually the mission was well treated and there was great
competition to be a member of it. 1 have no doubt, however,
if occasion arises, the Chinesc suzerainty would help us as
an aegis.

*Source ;- Foreign Secret 6, September 1902, Nos.127-33, INA.

Appendix G*
From Chandra ta Manner- Smith, 73th April 7906.

1 am in receipt of your letter of 15th instant together
with the enclose which is returned herewith as desired. 1
thank you for the copy of the English translation of the
Amban's letter that appeared in the Peking Gazette. I need
not say that the language of the so-called memorial does not
correctly represent, the actual but rather undefined relations
existing between this country and China. It is couched with the
high flown language peculiar to Chinese official documents.
It evidently refers to the customary quinquennial mission
sent by this country with presents for the Emperor of China.
The last time that a mission went from here was in 1951 S. E.
A fam~nehaving broken out at the road side districts, and
the Emperor with his courts being absent from Peking, the
mission which was to have left in 1956 S, E. was postponed
at he request of Amba acting under orders in 1957 S. E. as
arrangements for transport etc. could not then be conveniently
made by the Chinese government. I had mentioned this fact
t o Col. Ravensbaw to whicb you refer. I lately heard from
onr representative a t Lhasa that instructions regarding the
safe convey and supply r/f transport etc. to the next mission
from Nepal had been received by the Amban at Lhasa from
China, but up to this time no oficial intimation on the subject has been received from the Amban himself on receipt of
which the mission will start from Nepal, which may be in
Ashar or Srawan next.

I may here add that the practice of sending a mission
was inaugurated moon after the war between this country and
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China in 1792 A. D., and this practice has since been kept up
more commercial advantages than for any thing else. The
few presents which the mission carries to Peking are not of
much value and certainly not in the nature of Tribute. The
customary letter which is sent on the occassion is written in
the truely oriental style of exuberant but meaningless politeness and follows a stereotyped rule. They are merely a means
for the party to get access into the country under very
advantageous circumstances, and to dispose of with very
great profit of large quantity of goods which they take
with them. It may be known to you that all goods belonging
to the party are carried free from our frontier to Peking and
back by the transport provided by the Chinese government
which also prov~desour men free with all necessaries on the
road. It was very little political significance, and I wonder therefore, to find the said enclouser the presents are described as
a tribute from Nepal. I n the letter to the Emperor it is distinctly written the word "Saugzt" which means "present".
Moreover our relation with and the trade and other facilities
which we enjoy in Tibet make it in contact upon us to keep
this harmless and friendly practice, as this country has a very
considerable interests as well as various rights and privileges
in the said country commercial and otherwise.

*Source;- Foreign Secret E, June 1906, Nos. 241-45, INA.

Appendix H*
Command of the Emperor who being an incarnation
of the supreme bcing exists for the protection of the world.
To the Garkha Erhteni Wang Raja Prithvi Bir Bikram Shamsher Jang Bahadur Shah Deva.

I have meted out in this year to all living creatures
impartial and equal treatment and it is my wish that all
countries may ever enjoy peace and happiness through my
blecsings.

I am very glad to see that since you were granted throne
of your father, you have acted in accordance with the advice
of the Ambas at Lhasa with a sincere and true heart, living
under our protection. Kaji Bhairab Bahadur Garhtora Chhetri
deputed by you was here t o pay his respects to me. The petition and presents sent by you arrived here and were laid
before me. Appreciatiog your sincere devotion I granted
audience to the said Kaji Bhairab Bahadur Garhtora Chhetri
and his party and I have sent by his hands for being takeo
on his return to you, 24 pieces of Kochin known as Tachen
ustwan, 4 pieces of Tangtwang kochin, 4 pieces of Saintwang
kochin, 4 pieces of Mantwang kochin, 4 pieces of Chung
kochin, 4 pieces of Tangrun. 8 pieces of Tangrun sheets or
carpets, 2 silver tea pots weighing 17. 115 tnks of silver 2 silver
dishes weighing 18 taks of silver, 2 Tamappopates, 2 polisis
2 pairs cupp, 2 wooden artinles (?), 2 pair cups for milk, 2
Eau Rui, I Taotoo, 2 Yangtis, 2 Tiaochhin fur, 2 Mallochli
fur, 2 Maiyoos, 2 Wondursis (?), 2 pairs of large purse, 4 pairs
of small purse, 8 packet of tea which please take delivary of on
arrival. Continue to follow as before the advice of the Ambas
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mind our kindness. Keep those under
you well in hand. Make yourself comfortable and bappy.
Cherish our kindness towards you. Don't find or be lazy in
your duty. These are my instrgctions.
at Lhasa bearing in

Dated the 4th day of the 11th month of the 34th year of
Shri Kwangsui.

*Source:- M F A , Unnumbered Poka.

Appendix 1
Historical Note on Relations between Nepaland China.

(Confidential.)
!t is perhaps unnecessary to trace b ~ c kthe history of
Nenn.lese foreicn rela! inns to a prehistoric period. It is suficie.lt to say th:lt eally i n the sixth century Nepal became a fcudatory of Tihet-which wan then a po~verful and independent
kingdom (Levi, "Le Nepal," i i , 52)-and so continued until the
ninth century, when, the collapse of Tibet, it drifted gradually
into the Indian sphere of influence. The Chinese do not app:ar
on the scene until the end of the fourteenth c e n t u ~y. In 1381
tl;e King of Nepal received a sea1 from the Emperor. and from
that year t o 1427 presents u ere regularly interchanged between
Nepal and Peking ( i d . i b . i, 67, ii, 228). I n the latter year the
Emperor Huienw-ti's mission to Nepal met with no response,
and relations seem to have been interrupted until the beginning
of the eighteenth century. In the meantime, Nepal had divided
into three kingdoms, of which China, by its conquest of Tibet
i n the reign of the Emperor Kang-hsi (1 662- 1722), bec..ine the
powerful neighbour (id. i,71). The three Nepalese kings thought
it prudent i n 1731 to send to the Emperor Yong Tcheng a
gold-lzaf petition and "iribute" consisting of local products.
It does not appear whether this tribute was recdered a second
time.

I n 1742, Prithi Narayan succeeded t o the throne of Gurkha, and by 1769 the Gurkhas h a d conquered and consolidated
their control over the whole cf Nepal. In 1758 they invaded
Tibet and the Thihetan and Chinese troops being unable to
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resist them, a secret arrangement was concluded with the approval of the Chinese General. The Gurkhas were to withdraw and
the Tibetans to pay an annual tribute. "The Chinese General
then reported to the Emperor of China that the Gurkha Chicf
only wished to send n tribute mission t o China, and that he had
settled the littlc frontier incident without the loss of a single
soldier or the spending of a single tael. The Gurkha mission was
thereupon allowed t o proceed to Peking, and the Emperor. in
blissful igr~orsnceof the attack on the Tihetan frontier, sent the
Gurkha Raja, on dismissing it, a patent of King." (Rockhill,
&'DalaiLamas," p. 51 from Chinese record). This characteristic
piece of makebelieve wns, ho-vever. spoiled by the refusal of
the Lhasa Government to pay the t r ~ b u t e ; whereupon in 1791
the Gurkhas again i n \ . : l J c c i Tibet. Both sides tben appear t o
have turned to the East India Company for help, and in 1792
Lord Cornwallis received a memorial from the Gurkha Government and a le-ter from the Dalai Lama (translations printed
in Kirkpatrick'~'.Elnbassy to Nepal," pp. 345-349). Hz replied
to both that the company wished "to maintain the most cordial
and friendly tzrms with all the powers in India." afid could not
interfere in a hostile mauner; but he proposed after the riiins
to send a gentleman \\ho was in his confidence to mediate. To
the Raja of Nepal he explained that while t h e policy of noninterfereocs was in general the policy of the English Govercment, "the connection that has been formed with ths Emperor
of China re~ldersa due observance of it still 111ort: n c c e s m y .
The English company have for many years carried on extensive
commercial concerns with the subjecis of the Emperor of China
by sea, and have actually 3 factory established in his dominions. T o assist Nepal with a military force agsinst the Raja of
Lhasa, who is dependent on the Emperor of China, would be*
inconsistent with the connection that has so long prevailed
between the company and the Emperor." (Lord Cornwallis to

Raja of Nepal, the 15th September, 1792, Kirkpatrick, p. 349.)

The comment of the Chinese General on this incident is very
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instructivs. Having first represented Lord Cornwallis as
saying to the Nepalese envoy:- "Hereafter you must be
diligent in discharging your duties to the Throlle [i. e., of
China], frequently sending tribute" (of which thcre is not
one word in the letter), he proceeds : "when last year I
summontd all the Chiefs of the tribes to send troops to stop
the trouble, I had only in view the desirability of diminishing
the strength of the Gurkhas, without counting particularly
on the aid of the foreiga barbarian soldiers. Here we have
this headman of the Peling [i. e,. Lord Cornwallis] receiving
the summons from Your Majesty's Minister with every sign
of the profoundest respect * * * This tribe [i. e., the
British], which trades a t Canton, and always experienced
the gracious kiodness of the lmperlal Court, spontaneously
tell the Gurkhas that Tibet has been for ages a dependency
of China, and that they must not seek a quarrel with it.
How profoundly just and right are these words !" (Quoted
by Rockhill, op. cit. p. 62.
In accordance with his promise, Lord Cornwallis sent
Captain Kirkpatrick in February 1793. But, In the meantime,
the Chinese troops had defeated the Gurkhas within a march
of Kathmandu, and the latter had been fain to make peace
in September 1792. The exact terms of t h e treaty are not
forthcoming. Markham ("Narratives," p. 77), says:- "The
Gurkhas agreed to restore all their plunder; to pay an annual
tribute to the Emperor of China; and to send an embassy
to Peking once in every five years". Rockhill (op. cit. p. 52),
drawing from Chinese sources, does not mention the annual
tribute. Kirkpatrick (p. 275) speaks of the Nepal Raja as
"having relinquished all his conquests in that quarter, and
formally recognised the paramount authority of the Emperor
of China over the Nepal dominions." The contemporary
Chinese history of the campaign, "Cheng vou tsi" (translated
by Imbault-Huart, "Journal asiatique," vol. xii, 1878, p. 348)
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Says that the Nepalese prayed ''qu'il leur fut permis de vivre
cternellernent sous les lois de la China."
Parker ('*Nepaul and Cbina," iti "Asiatic Quarterly," 1899
"01. vii, p. 72), quotes a "synopsis of a decree by the Emperor,"
issued in 1792, after the wdr, in which the following passage occurs:- "On the whole [the Gurkhas'] submission is more
humble than that of the usurping King of Annam, and perhaps
hearing of his recent visit to Peking, they may be induced also
to come later on. Under these circumstances I will pardon
them and withdraw * * . As matters stand, the success is
not such that I can celebrate a formal triumph in the temple.
If, therefore, the plunder taken a t T~ishilhumpo is returned,
with Shnmqrpi's corpse and retainers, you may accept their
offers. They can send tribute on the same footing a s Annam,
Siam, Burma, and Korea." %me further light is thrown on
the point by a memor1=1! addressed in IS42 by the Gurkha
King to the Emperor, in very submissive terms (translated by
Imbault-Huart and quoted by Levi op. cit. i, 188), in which is
quoted an Imperial decree addressed t o the Gurkha King in
1793, as follows: *'Vous etes souverain d'un petit Etat ; vous
viendrez a la cour une fois tous les cioq ans. S'il y a des gens
du dehors q u i vous troublent ou envahissent votre territoire,
vous pdurrez rediger un placet pour portex ces faits a ma connaissance ;j'y enverrai alors des hommes et des chevaux ou je
v o ~ ferai
s
don d'une certaine somrne d'argent pour vous venir
cn aide. ~lespectezceci."
In the same year a Gurkha mission took !hc tribute to
Peking, In 1799 the Gurkha King, Rana aahadur, asked for
and received Royal rank for his son and eventual successor.
But the general policy of China seems to have been one of indifference; and, perhaps in consequence of the injunction given by
the Emperor Kien-lung to his successor in 1796-not to intervene
in the affairs of Nepal without absolute necessity (Levi, i, 181)-
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they rejected appeals for help on various occasions, In 1815,
according to Parkzr (I.c.,p.78), who unfortunately does not stata
his authority,--"When the Nepalese tried to force China's hand
by saying that the English would probably disapprove of trib.
ute being sent t o China, the Emperor ssid[i.e., t o the Amban at
Lhasa]: bTell them you dare not report this language to me. As
a matter of fact they can join the Feringhi rule if they like, so
long as they scnd us tribute, and so long a s the Feringhi do not
cross the Tangut frontier." Tribute was sent in 1813, 1818,1822,
1837 (when it was sent in the name of the Rani, and refused as
coming from a woman). In 1842 the Nepalese King. in the
memorial referred to above, sought t o hold China to the promises of help given in 1793, but the Emperor extricated himself
from all of them (text quoted iu Levi, p. 191). In 1856, after a
series of aggressions on Tibet, Nepal concluded a treaty with
that country, in the preamble of which, a s it appears in Aitchison, ii, 97, the words occur: "We further agree that the Emperor of China is to be obeyed by both States as before." The
Prime Minister of Nepal having recently challenged the accuracy of this translatioo, a revised translation bas been prepared
by Major O'Connor, in which the passage appears: "Both
parties paying respect as always before to the Chinese Empe
ror," &c. In 1858 the Prime Minister received a mandarin's
button and the title *'General in Chief of the Army, truly brave
Prince and Prime Miaister." (Levi, i, 185, who says that it was
also borne by his successor, Bir Shamsher Jung. Wright,
"History of Nepal," p. 66, gives the',date as 1873.)
Reference has been mada above to the story derived from
Chinese t e c o r d s of a Nepalese mission to China a t the close of
the earlier and successful war of 1788. This story (which also
appears in "Cheng vou tsi," I. c., p. 361) is confirmed by the
Nepalese memorial already referred to, which was sent to
Lord Cornwallis in 1792 The memorial does not of course
mention the Chinese General's '6explanation," nor does it
explain why a mission was sent. I t merely says that, after the
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evacuation of Tibet by the Gurkhas, "the Gurkha sent a deputation, consisting of Hurry and Bhulbudder Khuwas and fiveand-twenty otbers, with presents and an 'arzee' [memorial] to
the Emperor of China." The deputation remained forty-five
days at Peking and was received fifteen times. Finally, "they
were all honourably dismissed with suitable presents, and charged with a firmnn t o the Gurkha conveying to hini a title and
dignity, together with a splendid dress and honourable presents." (Kirkpatrick, p. 343.)
It ap9:ars thereforz, on the eviderce of both partie.. that
the first mission t:) ['eking was the result of a victorious and
not of a disastrous campaign, and this is woith bearing in
mind. Whether or not the nature of the missicn was misrepresented to the Emperor by the Chinese General, the fact remains that i t was first sent by the Gurkhas in the hour of victory;
and from the mere fact that suc5 a mission was sent bzaring
presents and bringing back presents and a title, on admission
of dependence can necessarily be inferred.

But whatever the origin of the custom, there is no doubt
that i t is firmly established. More than once, however, it has
been pretermitted Thus it is said tl-.at, owing to the unfavourable reception which is received at Peking in 1852, re!ations
between Nepal and China were interrupted, and no mission
was sent until 1866, when, however, owing to the disturbed
state of 1nt3rvening country6 it did not succeed in reaching
Peking (Elles, Report on Nepal," p, 38). Again, in 1900,
owing to Firnine in Shansi and Shei~si,the Chinese were not prepared to find the neccessary transport, and requested the Nepalese Government not to send the rnissior. In 1895, the wording
of the Nepalese letter presented by [he missiorl 14 2 s brought to
the notice of Her Majesty's Government by the British hlinlster
at Peking (Sir N. O'Conor). He pointed out that the ruler of
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Nepal "is therein represented as the devoted and submissive
vassal of the Emperor of China," and added."The uncertainty at present attaching to the political
condition of China appears to me to render it of importance
that the relations between Nepal and China should be clearly
defined, and that a shadowy claim of suzerainty should not be
interpreted as constituting a real state of vassalage." (No. 164
of the 30th April 1895.)
Lord Salisbury shared this view, and after it bad heen
ascertained from the Government of India (Lord G. Hamilton's
Secret de:patch of the 12th Ju!y 1895; Government of India's
Secret letter of the 10th September 1895) that the language
used was traditional, aad was believed to date from the end of
the eighteenth century, Her Majesty's Minister at Peking was
instructed to speak to the Chinese Government. He accordingly
visited the Tsung-li Yamen On the 20th December 1895, <'and
took an oprortonity of infurming Cheng and the other Ministers
present that the submissive expressions in the letters from
Nepal* are not regarded by Her Majc .;ty 's Government as an
acknowledgment of vassalage, or, indeed, as anything more that
a purely formal and complimentary style of :\(!dress. Weng Tajen observed t o his colleagues that Nepal had for many years
past been a tributary to China, and the Ministers exchanged
some remarks upon the subject amongst themselves" ; but Mr.
Beauclerk "c~sideredit advisab!e to allow the subject to drop
without further discussion."(Mr. Benuclerk's despatch No. 508
of the 22nd December 1895.)
As already mentioned, no mission was sent in 1900; but
in 1905, when it was reported that the Amban at Lhasa had
mmorialised the Throne for permission t o send the mission
forward, the Resident in S e p a l asked the Maharaja what were
theacts. The Maharaja replied in writing tbat the "high-flown
language,"of the Amban's memorial (in which Nepal wns spoken
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of as "a dependency beyond the borders of of China," whose
''tribes have always displayed a loyal devotion to the Throne")
"does not correctly represent the actual, but rather undefined
relations" existing between Nepal and China. He explained
that "the practice of sending a mission was inaugurated soon
after the war between this country and China in 1792 A- Do,
and this practice has since been kept up more for its CO~mercia1 advantages than for anything else. The few presents
which the mission carries to Peking, are not of much value,
and certainly not i n tt-e nature of tribute. The customary
letter which is sent on the occasion is writtcn in the truly
oriental style of exuberant but meaningless politeness and
follows a stereotyped rule. They are merely a means for the
party to gain access in to the country under very advantageous
circumstances. and to dispose of, with very great prcfit, the
large quantity of goods which they take with them. It may be
known to you that all goods be!onging to the party are carried
free from our frontier to Peking and back by the transport
provided by the Chinese Government, which also provides our
men,free, with all necessaries on the road. It has very little
political significance, as I wonder, therefore, to find in the said
enclosure, the presents described as a tribute from Nepal. In
the letter to the Emperor it is distinctly written, the word
'saugat' which means 'present'. Moreover our relations with,
and the trade and other facilities which ule enjoy in, Tibet
make it encumbent upon us to keep this harmless and friendly
practice, as this country has a very considerable interest as
well as various rights 2nd privileges in the said country, commercial and otherwise." (Prime Minister of Nepal to Major
Manners-Smith, 19th April 1906.)
The mission on this occasion seems to have been treated
en route with scanct courtesy by the Chinese provincial
authorities, and Nepalese envoy told Sir J. Jordan that "the
question of continuting Iheee missions appeared to him to be
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of doubtful utility, and he was reporting on the subject. Former
missions had been largely in the nature of commercial speculations, and had proved very successful in this respect. Little
profit was now t o be made.* On the whole he was now inclined
t o think tbat the mission was a relic of the past which might be
discontinued, although the process should be a gradual one."
(Sir J. Jordan's despatch No. 260 of 5th June 1908.) Before
leaving Peking, however, he was "less disposed than on a previous occasion to advocate the discontinuance of these missions.
He spoke of them a s a 'harmless and friendly practice,' and
considered them of some use in promoting friendly relations
between N e ~ a and
l
China in Tibet." (Sir J. Jordan's despatch
No. 308 of 7th July 1908.) It should be noted that when the
mission was received by the Emperor and Empress Dowager
"the Ceremony of Kotow was n o t performed, nor does it seem
to have ever been the custom as these missions are concerned."
(Mr. Grant Jone's Memorandum of 5th July 1908, enclosed in
, above .)
How little real significance attaches to such missions and
.yet how jealously the Chinese cling t o them, is illustrated by
the history of the Burma Mission. As soon as it was known
that Her Majesty's Government intended t o send an expedition
t o Burma in 1885, the Chinese Government represented that
Burma was tributory to China, a n d in the negotiations that
followed they were prepared t o go to any lengths in recognising
the annexation, provided that their face was saved by the continuance of the decennial present-bearing mission wbich the
Kings of Ava had sent to the Chinese Empsror. At first they
accepted a proposal that the Emperor should nominate a Buddhist hierarch who should send the mission. This proved impracticable. I t was then proposed that the Queen and the Emperor
should exchange presents, but the Chinese rejected this, because "the Empress ~f India being the equal of the Emperor of
China could not send tribute." As a compromise they suggested
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that the mission should be sent by the Local Government of
Burma. Her Majesty's Government accepted this, but when it
came to drafting the Convention, further difficulties arose. The
draft put before the Chinese ran ;- ''England agrees that the
highest authority shall continue to send customary ten- yearly
missions sent from Burma t o China" ; but the Chinese insisted
on substituting "sent with offerings" for the words in italics,
and would not accept "presents" instead of "offerings". Her
Majesty's Government then prcposed c6ten-yearlymissions sentfrom Burma to Cbina in the customary manner", and the Chinese counter-prosed "In conformity with the old Burmese
custom of sending offerings t o China, England agrees that thehighest authority in Burma shall send a ten-yearly mission
with articles of local produce", and it was explained that in
tbe Chinese text the word ''with" meant "to prese~~t".The
finally adopt-d was "Inasmuch as it has been the practice of
Burma to send ten-yearly missions with articles of local produce, England agrees that the highest authority in fiurma shall
send the customary ten-yearly missions''. No mission was, in
fact, ever sent, for, in consequence of the misbehaviour of the
Chinese Government in other nlatters, it was decided to inform
them in 1896 that owing to altered circumstances the mission
was abandoned. But the point is that Her Majesty's Govzrnrnent did not consider the payment by the Chief Comnllssioner
of Burma of what theChinese doubtless still regarded as tribute
to be incoi~sistentwith the status of B x m a as a province of
British India.
During the negotiations of 1886 the idea of tribute as
understood by the Chinese was examined. Sir Robert Hart
(who served as a private channel of commu~icationbetween
the Chinese and Her Majesty's Government) stated that the
term was employed in Peking in three senses:1. Tribnte proper, from fief t o liege, with investiture,
e. g., Corea.
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2. Limited tribute, periodically sent, but without investj.
ture, e. g., Burma.
3. Any present from a foreign Government to the Chinese
Emperor,e. g., from England.
"First is dependent, and must be protected; second is independent, and can claim assistance; third will always have
sympathy. (Mr. Neel's Memorandum, Chap. i, p. 9). Nepal
would presumably be claimed as belonging to the second category. Colonel Yule gave the following list of States sending
tribute to Peking (from the collection of administrative statutes
of the reigning dynasty called Tehou-khe tbsing-li sse) :I . Corea.
2. Loochoo.
3. Tonking.
4. Cochin-China.
5. Siam.
6. The Philippine Islands.
7. Holland (i. e., perhaps Batavia).
8. Ava.
9. The Kingdom of Europe (sic).

And, he added, "this list in itself seems a reduction ad
absurdurn of the Chinese claims." ( l b . , Appendix (C), p. 5.)
7 he list, it will be seen, with all its absurdity, does not include
Nepal. On the other hand, in Imperial decree quoted above
(p. 2), Nepal. is put, as regards tribute, on the same footing as
Annam, Siam, Burma, and Corea.
Colouel Yule also quoted a remark of Professor Douglag's which is probably applicable to the Nepalese tribute
also :-
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"I suspect that both the Chinese and Burmese courts arc
deceived as lo the political relations implied by tbe presents
interchanged; the Chinese believing that the presents they
receive from Burma are tribute, and that those which they send
are given as a token of patronage, and the Burmese believing
that the exchange is such as should pass between equals". (Ib.,
Appendix (E), p. 12.)

F. A. H .
4th November 1910.

4:Source;- Foreign Secret E, July 1911, No. 250.
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